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A PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF HUMOR IN THE BIG BANG THEORY: 
SEASON 6 TO REVEAL AMERICAN SOCIAL ISSUES 
 
By Lupita Mayangsari Putri 
10211141025 
 
ABSTRACT 
This research utilizes pragmatic approach to analyze humor in The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6 situation comedy to reveal American social issues. This research has three 
objectives, which are to to identify the types of humor which occur among the characters in 
The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, to describe the functions of humor contents which are 
employed by the characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, and to reveal the American 
social issues which are presented through humorous frame among the characters in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6. 
This research employed descriptive qualitative method. Meanwhile, two instruments 
were applied in this research. They are the researcher as the key instrument and the data sheet 
as well as the transcript of The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 as the secondary instrument. The 
data of the research were in the form of words, phrases, clauses and utterances which were 
taken from the contextual dialogues of the transcripts. The sources of the data were 3 episodes 
(The Fish Guts Displacement, The Santa Simulation, and The Egg Salad Equivalency) in The 
Big Bang Theory: Season 6. To collect the data, the researcher watching the situation comedy, 
determining 3episodes, browsing and printing the transcript, taking the notes, and 
classifying and categorizing the collected data from transcript into a data sheet. 
The results of the research are provided as follows. First, all of the humor types are 
employed in this research. They are anecdote, fantasy insult, irony, joke, observation, quote, 
roleplay, self deprecation, vulgarity, and wordplay. All of the types are well performed by the 
characters to evoke the humorous event in the frame, so that every humorous conversation 
and scene is not boring and monotonous for the hearer. Second, there are three functions of 
humor which are employed in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. The first function which is to 
express superiority is used to help someone to escape from a certain topic and to attack 
somebody in the light way without offending the hearers. The second function, to relieve 
tension, is applied by the characters to reduce the intense situation which makes the hearer 
panic or serious so it can be a healing method for a certain circumstance. Besides, this 
function can be employed as a camouflage from attack and accept resistance. The last 
function that is to interpret incongruity is utilized as a response to an incoherent event or topic 
that suddenly happened. Third, there are four major issues which are revealed in this research. 
There are racial or ethnicity issues, bullying, gender and religion issues. In addition, there are 
several issues or topics which are also discovered in this research such as music, food, fishing, 
other people business and matter, problem with the HRD office, small talk, and excitement of 
the characters which are categorized as other issues. Therefore, it can be concluded that The 
Big Bang Theory: Season 6 contains not only four big major of social issues, but also the 
other topic or issues which are only small talk in order for entertaining only. 
      
Keywords: pragmatic analysis, humor, The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Research 
As a human being who a social creature as well, everyone needs to interact 
each other through many ways one of which is conversation. Conversation is 
mostly used by interactants in everyday life. Interactants converse to deliver their 
ideas and messages by bringing up many topics whether in spoken or written 
forms of conversation. Nevertheless, unpredictable or unrelated topics within 
conversation often appear which result in comical situation. Comical situation 
happens because the listener considers that the unpredictable topic is funny in a 
strange way. Thereby, this incongruous topic refers to humor.  
 The emergence of humor within conversation is needed for creating casual 
or informal conversation in daily interaction. The omnipresent use of a set of 
humor is evidently useful to be an ice breaker that will affect the atmosphere in a 
conversation. It generally spreads positive emotion to the listener, and also to the 
speaker. Next, the speaker can maintain a good relationship with the listener. That 
condition is suitable with the definition of humor according to Romero and 
Cruthrids (2006:59) who say that humor is entertaining communications which 
create positive feeling and cognition toward the participants. Consequently, the 
term humor is an umbrella of any humorous instances in the daily interaction. 
Humor which has pleasant effects is usually followed by laughter. It is in 
line with Maemura and Horita’s statement (2011:822), humor and laughter is 
widely believed as phenomena that have positive effects. However, humor is not 
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merely for entertaining someone or carrying some light subject matters. In fact, 
humor frequently allows a serious topic of casual conversation in stressing the 
meaning become less visible or less accountable. So, there are specific messages 
beyond the humor which definitely depend on joke-teller’s intention. 
There are a number of motivations behind the joker’s intentions when 
he/she expresses the humor. For instance, the joker expresses the humor because 
he/she wants to convey any ideas in non-serious method, so that the ideas can be 
more acceptable for other parties. Thus, the implicit meanings within the 
humorous frame have particular purposes which are expected to have some effects 
for the audience. In fact, that those purposes obviously possess certain functions 
for the joker. As the result, it will influence the audience’s responses to the humor. 
Despite the joker’s intention and their indirect messages, humor is strongly 
linked to the culture. Besides, as stated by Reimann (2010:23), the idea of humor 
amusement is rarely interpreted and is very personal and also related to context 
and culture. Therefore, the joke-teller has to give attention to those aspects to be 
able to express an interchangeable humor. However, the joke-tellers and the 
audience sometimes overlook those prominent aspects, so that there is a humor 
failure. 
In regard with the joker’s intention, context, and culture, humor can be 
perceived by pragmatics. Pragmatics deals with the ways language carries 
contextual meaning and its speakers. In this study, context is the key to know the 
meaning of an utterance because a contextual utterance influences the 
interpretation of a listener. Pragmatics also observes the meanings beyond the 
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speaker’s utterances. Therefore, utterances are not only contained grammar and 
structure, but also contextual meaning which can make listener do things.  
In pragmatics, humor which frequently results acts over language is part of 
speech act. Nunan (1993:65) defines speech act as people’s action which is 
performed through language. Various kinds of speech act will definitely affect the 
speaker’s intention. As stated by Yule (1996:48) any kind of action done by 
uttering some utterances will have three related acts; they are locutionary act, 
illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. Those acts can be represented through 
humor. 
Furthermore, by investigating humor under pragmatics view, recent 
conditions of the joker as well as audience are exposed. Humor, then, has 
perceived as the portrayal, description and criticism of social life including its 
issues in softer ways than it has to be. Social life issues which are conveyed in 
humor surely exist. The examples of those social problems are racial issue, 
stereotypical issues, bullying issue, criminal issue, and labor right issue. 
In summary, a real visualization of humorous frames which expose certain 
social issues appears in situation comedy (sitcom). Through sitcom’s humorous 
frames, humor aspect and social issues can be analyzed. The definition of sitcom 
as quoted from Ross (1998:89) is a periodically television program which plays 
entertaining circumstances with the same characters. Along with the definition of 
humor, a good example of a sitcom is an American successful sitcom, The Big 
Bang Theory which discusses various themes of everyday life issue. 
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The Big Bang Theory is aired on CBS, one of USA’s TV channels. It is 
about four brilliant best friends, namely Leonard, Sheldon, Raj and Howard, who 
work in the same university as lecturer and scientists. The story becomes more 
interesting with the appearance of Penny, a sexy girl who becomes Leonard 
girlfriend, Amy as Sheldon’s girlfriend and Bernadette, Howard’s wife. Leonard, 
Sheldon, Raj, and Howard are characterized as genius geeks which become the 
reason of the occurrence of humorous frames. The humorous frames take place 
when they interact with each other or even with other people. 
Additionally, there are several main factors that make this sitcom is 
compatible for a real depiction of humorous frames. First, this sitcom has an 
interesting and an unusual story line which tells the daily life of people who is 
presumed as minorities because they are geek and genius, so that the spectators 
can feel and watch the distinctive side of their lives. Second factor is the 
characters and their backgrounds which come from many cultures−Jewish, India, 
some American states, etc. Their backgrounds obviously bring out issues and 
problems which are revealed through many informal conversations within 
humorous discourses. The last factor is the humorous conversation or performance 
which is incredibly funny and impressive that is proven by many awards that The 
Big Bang Theory has achieved starting from its first aired. 
Hence, this research investigates three episodes in season 6 − The Fish 
Guts Displacement, The Santa Simulation, and The Egg Salad Equivalency. It is 
because those episodes in season 6 are enough to represent humorous frames 
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regarding the main aspects of humor and to reveal the current American social life 
issues; so the research problems of this research can be solved.  
B. Focus of the Research 
In The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, practically, there are several problems 
which can be observed from many views. First, the intercultural communication 
whether in humorous discourse or not can be investigated from the different 
backgrounds of the characters. Second, the conversation of the characters 
indicates that the characters flout the cooperative principles, thus it generates 
comical situations. Third, the humor which is employed by the characters has 
intended meaning and it contains speech act. That is to say, humor has certain 
functions.  
From those numerous problems, however, this research focuses to analyze 
the relation between humor and speakers which occur in humorous conversation 
because of the limitation of researcher’s ability and time. Afterwards, the 
humorous conversation in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 leads to three 
problems which can be focused on and then become the objectives of this 
research. First, the form of the humor is one of the elements that contribute to the 
succession of humor. Moreover, the use of humor type must be convenient 
because it supports the acceptance of the humor to the audience. The taxonomies 
of humor types can be observed based on Hay’s theory (1995) which states there 
are 11 types of humor. 
Second, it is related to the speaker’s intention which is delivered through 
humor will generate different humor functions. The functions of humor include 
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many environmental factors from the joker’s condition or audience’s. As the 
consequences, various humor functions arises several positive or negative 
interpretations. These humor functions can be classified through Lynch’s theory 
(2002). Based on that theory the functions of humor are to express superiority, 
relieve tension, and interpret incongruity.  
The last problem is found on the values beyond the humor contents in The 
Big Bang Theory: Season 6 which frequently reveal issues. The issues which are 
reflected in the The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 humorous discourses are mostly 
about social issues in USA. The Big Bang Theory: Season 6’s writers brings quite 
old, yet still exist, issues. They are racial issue, bullying issues, gender issues, and 
religious issue. 
Since those humor problems with regard to the joker’s intended meanings 
can reveal social issues, pragmatics is an appropriate approach to solve the 
problems. Pragmatics identifies the humor forms and the joker’s intentions which 
cannot be separated from context and background knowledge. Pragmatics also 
concerns on the function of the utterances, in this case is the functions of humor. 
Subsequently, it pays attention to the effect of humor for the audience. Those 
areas are referred to speech act theory. After that since The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6 has 24 episodes, three episodes are chosen to be investigated. The data 
are mostly words and utterances from the dialogues in the humorous discourses 
among the characters.  
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C. Formulation of the Problems 
In reference to the above research focus, the problems of this research are 
formulated as follows: 
1. What types of humor occur among the characters in The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6? 
2. What are the functions of humor employed by the characters in The Big Bang 
Theory: Season 6? 
3. What kind of American social issues are revealed through humorous 
discourses among the characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6?  
D. Objectives of the Research 
In conjunction with the formulations of the problems, the objectives of this 
research are: 
1. to identify the types of humor which occur among the characters in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6, 
2. to describe the functions of humor which are employed by the characters in 
The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, and 
3. to describe the American social issues which are revealed through humorous 
discourses among the characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. 
E. Significance of the Research 
The results of this research are expected to bring some significance both 
theoretically and practically as presented below: 
1. Theoretically, the research findings will enrich and give additional knowledge 
to the study of pragmatics, especially on the study of humor.  
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2. Practically, the research findings are expected to be source of reference for 
students in studying pragmatics and humor, for the lecturers in explaining the 
concept of pragmatics and humor, and for the other researchers in conducting 
further research in the same scope. For the society, particularly for the jokers 
or comedians, the findings are aimed at developing their ability in producing 
a high quality humor to maximize the humor effects and humor functions. In 
addition, this research is to lead people to have critical thinking of humor 
content in TV’s or radio’s comedy program. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
A. Literature Review 
1. Pragmatics 
One of the major goals of a conversation is as a means to communicate 
messages by people. The information delivered by a speaker occasionally 
contains explicit or implicit meanings. A listener can interpret the explicit 
meanings through the literal words in the utterance. Meanwhile, to examine the 
implicit meanings, a listener has to look deeper than the literal meaning inside the 
utterance. Thus, in linguistics, there is a study to observe those meanings, which 
are related to the speaker, i.e. pragmatics.  
Numerous linguists have propounded their conceptions which are related 
to the definition of pragmatics. According to Malinowski (2003:117), pragmatics 
is defined as the theory of the way how a speaker uses language. In addition, 
Gibson (in Mey, 1993:5) says that pragmatics is a science which learns a 
language related to the user. Thus, pragmatics highlights the speaker’s intention 
and the context of the conversation. All those aspects can be investigated to find 
the implicit meanings beyond the utterances through pragmatics. That is in line 
with Mey’s notion (1993:7) that to discover the specific and the logical causes of 
the way human uses language demands pragmatics. 
Furthermore, Yule (1996:3) defines pragmatics in several definitions. One 
of them is that in pragmatics, an utterance is examined from how an utterance can 
be communicated than what it is said. Therefore, pragmatics does not only care 
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about the speaker and the context but also the listeners’ interpretation. This kind 
of study examines how significant of what is unsaid to be evidently a part of 
utterances which give impact to the listener’s interpretation. It can be concluded 
that pragmatics is a suitable study to analyze a conversation and a context 
between a speaker and a listener as well as the effect of the unsaid utterances. 
2. Speech Act 
A speaker can do several things by speaking; from requesting something 
until starting a fight. It proves that people can do many actions through language 
which then is termed speech act. In Sadock’s opinion (2006:53), a speech act is 
an action that has been done by a speaker in the process of conversation. 
Moreover, he adds that the speech act theory focuses on those actions which 
cannot be completely related to one or more major field in grammar or general 
theory of action. It means that a conversation between a speaker and a listener 
results many actions via utterances that can be explained well through the speech 
act theory instead of the grammar or the general action theory.  
Yule (1996: 47) also argues that a speaker performs an action via utterance 
since he/she makes an effort to express any communicative intentions to the 
speaker so that he/she does not only produce utterances carrying grammatical 
structures or words. This refers to an idea that the speaker’s intention does not 
only convey messages explicitly but also often implicitly because of certain 
conditions which mean that the speaker has a specific purpose for the listener.  
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Meanwhile, based on Austin (in Leech, 1983:199) speech act can be 
divided into three kinds of acts performed via utterances. There are locutionary 
act, illocutionary act and perlocutionary act.  
a. Locutionary Act 
Locutionary act is doing the act of saying the utterance (Leech, 1983:199). 
So, when a speaker says the utterance by utilizing the organ, it is categorized as 
locutionary act. Yule (1996:48) also asserts that locutionary act is an essential act 
when a speaker produces the meaningful linguistic utterances. For instance, a 
speaker tells a hearer that “I am going to buy a book this afternoon,” the process 
when the speaker says the words with certain sense and reference is called 
locutionary act. 
b. Illocutionary Act 
Illocutionary act is an act performed in saying the utterance (Leech, 
1983:199). A speaker must not only say something well-formed without any 
purposes; there are some functions of the utterance in the speaker’s mind. Yule 
(1996:48) says that illocutionary act is shown through an eloquent force of talk. 
As an instance, when a speaker says “I will return your book,” the speaker does 
not merely say a statement but he/she asserts that he/she guarantees the listener for 
returning the book. In other words, the speaker performs an act of promising to 
the hearer to do something. 
c. Perlocutionary Act 
Perlocutionary act is an act by saying an utterance (Leech, 1983:199). A 
speaker does not merely produce utterances with function without expecting it to 
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have an impact. The effect of saying an utterance is called perlocutionary act. In 
summary, perlocutionary act is the response from the hearer after getting the 
message from the speaker. Depending on the circumstances, the responses can be 
various acts – a physical or a verbal response and a mental or an emotional 
response. For example, when a speaker tells “I will come to your house,” the 
effect towards the hearer is that he/she can stay at the house to wait for the 
speaker or to create a happy nuance since the hearer loves to see the speaker. 
Three types of speech acts, locutionary act, illocutionary act and 
perlocutionary act, are reflected in various ways of daily conversation. Daily 
conversation becomes a medium which can describe the process of these three 
types. One of the elements of daily conversation that attest the happening of these 
acts is humor.  
3. Humor 
Humor is often viewed as the social achievement for the process of a 
social interaction. Humor in the social interaction usually emerges in casual talk 
even though it is puzzling and complex. Basically, humor is something that 
triggers someone to laugh or smile (Ross, 1998:1). Another definition of humor is 
delivered by Fine (in Robinson and Smith-Lovin, 2001:124) who says that a 
humorous talk is the term that intends to result in amusement. Thus, he suggests 
that it is better to examine the production of humor than its outcome by excluding 
unintended humor and including failed humor. 
Consequently, many researchers prefer studying humorous interaction in 
context to discovering non-contextual humor. They also consider humor as 
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remarks that aim to elicit and have amusement effects. A main condition to create 
an amusement effect from humor is an incongruity. In line with that statement, 
Magnotta and Strohl (2011:127) claim that in the incongruity theory, a disruption 
of expectation produces a humorous situation. Afterwards, Hassan (2013:552) 
interprets the definition of the incongruity theory as the linguistic theory of humor 
since it consists in the perception of incongruity and the nature of humor. 
Therefore, an incongruity is the element of surprise that encourages the 
entertaining effect. 
Nevertheless, the effects of humor do not always result in amusement to 
the hearer due to its ambiguity. An intended humor frequently evokes an 
ambiguity for the hearer because it contains the duality of meanings. Eggins and 
Slade (1997: 156-157) claim that humor is considered as having dual meanings 
which direct the speaker to tell the unspoken message in light way which actually 
is a serious topic. Subsequently, the speaker will automatically find multiform of 
humor types that are suitable with the current context and circumstance. 
Besides, in consequence of its ambiguity, humor is often used by the 
speaker to achieve some purposes in the society. Consequently, humor is widely 
believed to have several functions. The functions are received by the hearer, 
feasibly, in positive or negative ways. According to Ross (1998:2), there is a 
possibility that humor has a target such as a person, a belief or an institution 
where actually the underlying goal is extremely serious. That is a proof that 
humor influences many parties which make it as a necessary element in the 
society.  
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4. Types of Humor 
The humor types become the fundamental elements in creating any humor 
instances because those determine the success of humor. An appropriate type of 
humor generates amusement for the hearer as well as a clear “off the record” 
message. Furthermore, Hay (1995:65) has distinguished the humor types into 
eleven: anecdotes, fantasy, insult, irony, jokes, observation, quote, roleplay, self-
deprecation, vulgarity, and wordplay. 
a. Anecdotes 
Hay (1995:65) simply defines anecdote as a narration which is perceived 
as a funny story for the speaker. The funny story is mostly about the experiences 
which are also experienced by the hearer or other people’s lives which they have 
already known. Both the speaker and the hearer understand the anecdote’s 
contents so the entertaining feature can be achieved for both parties. In this 
following example bellow, the speaker tells his story about his way to go back to 
his home when he was in Paris’ airport. For over 20 minutes, he conducted a 
dialogue with the customs officers because they did not let the speaker keep the 
wine that he had bought at the Portuguese airport. 
For over 20 minutes we conducted a rhetorically rich dialogue ‘You can’t carry 
any liquid onto the plane’. ‘I think I can. I was informed I would be allowed to’. 
‘No, you can’t’. I was just about to empty the two bottles, but I asked for the 
reasons. What I heard was, ‘You can only have liquids bought at European 
airports in your hand baggage’. The French are so lovely and 
knowledgeable, aren’t they? I felt like a primary-school teacher, explaining 
to them the difference between Lisbon and Lebanon. 
(Dynel, 2009:1295) 
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The anecdote above shows that the speaker narrates his experience by 
delivering the detail of the story to the readers. The humor features in that 
anecdote are first, in the officer’s response and the speaker’s comment about that 
response. The officer’s response gives the surprising effect in that story since he 
said that the speaker was not allowed to bring any liquid but European’s liquid 
which in fact the speaker’s liquid was from Lisbon, Portuguese. Besides, the 
speaker’s comment indicates unpleasant feeling by asking rhetorical question and 
sarcasm comment; I felt like a primary-school teacher, explaining to them the 
difference between Lisbon and Lebanon. The main idea of an anecdote is how the 
speaker delivers a personal narration to the listeners or the readers. Hence, an 
anecdote can be so long and drawn out, and may include more types of humor.  
b. Fantasy 
This type of humor is categorized by Hay (1995:68) as the structure of 
humorous, imaginary events. This type usually needs contribution from the hearer 
too because the participants in a conversation can construct a topic into possible or 
impossible events. This type is best clarified through an example below. 
A : yeah when we’ll rewind it back and it she’ll play it back and it goes 
right from one conversation and then this other one 
All : ha ha (laughing) 
B : or we could go through and edit it later all the swear words 
All : ha ha (laughing) 
C : yeah 
A : yeah 
D : or we could put swear words in it 
A : and then put intellectual words 
B : yeah, ha ha (laughing) 
(Hay, 1995:69-70) 
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There are 4 speakers who participate in that conversation. All the speakers in the 
example contribute their ideas to the events about what they could do on a tape. 
The sequences of events seem possible to do but impossible to be realized by the 
speaker so that, they are joking around about that. Speaker A initiates the story, 
speaker B and D heighten the fantasy humor by adding other scenes, and speaker 
C as supporter gives some responses in that conversation. It means that this type 
involves a lot of humor. 
c. Insult 
This type of humor is frequently uttered by a speaker to make other side to 
be a victim who is usually called as the butt of humor. Hay (1995:70) says that 
this type is a remark to abuse or discriminate someone’s personality. In addition, 
she divides this type into two kinds; when the audience is being affronted by the 
speaker and when someone absent is being insulted. An example of this humor 
type is presented below. 
I wouldn’t say she was pretty and I wouldn’t say she was ugly— just 
pretty ugly. 
(Ross, 1998:53) 
The speaker from the example attacked someone who is absent in the 
conversation. Through humor, the speaker insults the victim in a light way. The 
entire sentence said by the speaker is an insult humor because he/she actually is 
able to directly say that the victim is ugly yet he/she chooses the light way by 
employing the wordplay that causes humorous and surprising effect. 
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d. Irony 
For this type, Hay (1995:71-72) has included the examples of both irony 
and sarcasm. Actually, irony has been investigated by many experts so it has a 
complex and detail explanation. Nevertheless, she suggests the flexible meaning 
of irony. She asserts that an irony is when a speaker implies the opposite meaning 
of what he/she literary says or something that has marked a contrary meaning 
(Hay, 1995:71). This type demands the speaker’s knowledge and the context. 
Furthermore, this category proposes to focus on the verbal irony by excluding the 
ironic situations because an ironic situation would be classified as an anecdote. 
Meanwhile sarcasm is explained by Dynel (2009:1289) as sometimes 
synonymous with the use of an irony. However, she mentions that sarcasm does 
not always involve an irony in it. It is usually a bitter, sharp, and rude expression.  
The following dialogue is an example of an irony. A is a 80-year-old 
grandmother of B, a 30-year-old female. B had just run up over a curb driving out 
of a store. A is being ironical, as her statement is totally false. She says that to 
tease B and to exaggerate the current condition due to the lack of the B’s attention 
and driving skills in a humorous way. 
A: They just built that while you were in the store. 
B: I know. 
(Attardo, 2001:171) 
Meanwhile, the following dialogue is considered as an irony entails 
sarcasm. The speaker tries to say his opinion about the listener who has opposite 
behavior with the statements. 
I know you have an open mind. I can feel the draught from where I’m sitting. 
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(Dynel, 2009:1289) 
e. Jokes 
Based on Hay (1995:73), this term refers to canned jokes. Canned jokes 
have a particular form which is the most common and often used by joker. Raskin 
(1985) in Hay’s descriptions explains that canned jokes have a punchline or a 
surprising ending. There are two subcategories of this type; a narrative joke and a 
question answer joke. Hay, additionally, explicates that a narrative joke is usually 
in the form of a story.  
The typical example of narrative jokes is begun with a story line such as 
“there was an Englishman, an Irishman, and a Scotman…” Later, she tells that the 
punchline of question and answer jokes are in the form of an answer to question as 
an instance a dialogue below. 
A: What do you do to catch a squirrel? 
B: (No idea) 
A: Jump up a tree and act like a nut. 
(Dynel, 2009:1285) 
A gives a question about something unexpected but simple. B definitely thinks 
will get a serious answer until he has no idea regarding the answer. In fact, A 
answers the question with a ridiculous description. A’s answer is a punchline and 
humorous element in the conversation. 
f. Observation 
Quips or comments about the current conditions or about someone’s 
previous statements are the components which are observed in this category (Hay, 
1995:74). The speaker, in this type, is investigating something funny, or making a 
witty observation. The comment is considered to become funny because it is an 
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observation that would usually go unsaid. It is actually a contextual comment, but 
happens unexpectedly usually in non-humorous event (Dynel, 2009: 1287). The 
form of this type of humor is one-liners which usually communicate meanings 
instead of mediating humor (Dynel, 2009:1288). An example of this type is 
presented below. 
It takes 42 muscles to frown and only 4 to pull the trigger of a decent 
sniper rifle.  
 (Dynel, 2009:1288) 
The speaker gives a comment to his friend who is frowning at that time. His 
comment is considered as a wit because he provides observational data which are 
combined with an exaggerated comparison. Consequently, it sounds unusual and 
surprising to the listener. 
g. Quote 
The speaker usually uses quote which is taken from a novel or a movie to 
establish the relation among the members of a group who have the same 
knowledge and understanding of the sense of the quote (Hay, 1995:75). The 
members within a group who frequently use a quote humor gain a certain amount 
of prestige because they can memorize and deliver it well. The achievement of 
this type of humor depends on the in-knowledge of audience. It can be seen in the 
following example below. 
A: I got I got to see Steve Martin 
B: you need one of those g codes that 
C: he’s rambling guy 
A: yeah 
C: you loved rambling guy ha ha (laughing). You’ll love juggling guy. 
Five five five 
A: huh 
(Hay, 1995:75-76) 
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A tells that he has seen Muppets episode with Steve Martin as a guest star. 
B adds a statement that provokes A and C to say a quotation from Steve Martin’s 
movie. C, then, quotes some lines from Muppets episode. After that, he says 
another line of Steve Martin from LA Story, a Steve Martin movie. This humor is 
for A’s benefit, as he recently see the Muppet episode, and he and C saw LA Story 
together. 
h. Roleplay 
Hay (1995:76) explains that roleplay is an action to duplicate voice or 
personality for creating amusement. The form of roleplay can be the common 
adaption of someone’s attitude or voice or a specific mimicry of a special person. 
An example of roleplay is as follow. 
A: Oh chevy’s managed to do one of the more major impressive fuck ups 
though 
B: yeah yeah (laughing) dishwashing liquid, oh gross 
A: Oh I wonder if this is really dishwashing liquid, let me taste it  
B: ha ha ha (laughing) 
A: everybody have a try (laughing) excuse me  
B: ha ha ha (laughing) 
A: madam would you care the floor a-  
All: (laughing) 
A: bit  
(Hay, 1995:77-78) 
The speakers discuss an incident in which a customer at a restaurant is 
accidentally served with dish-washing liquid. A is copying the person who did 
this. A’s actions produce humorous nuance that trigger the others to laugh. 
i. Self Deprecation 
Hay (1995:78) clarifies self deprecation as an abuse towards oneself. 
Sometimes, this type can be a defense strategy. This topic of dominance and 
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derision towards self or others may be combined within a single, psychologically 
meaningful category. Even, the speakers of the humor frequently make 
themselves the victim of the humor, as in the example below. 
 I’m not an opera singer -I just look like one. 
(Ross, 1998:58) 
The speaker of the example is a female stand up comic, Jo Brands. She uses the 
analogy of an opera singer because the stereotype of an opera singer is a big 
woman who usually sings the miserable of life. So that she ridicules herself as 
being fat and unattractive in front of a man. She looks desperate for a man.  
j. Vulgarity 
This type may be involved in other humor types such as joke, wordplay, 
insult, etc. The aspects of vulgarity are certainly present in the other humor types. 
As a result, Hay (1995:78) determines that the vulgar aspect in this type is related 
to the classification of topics, so that the additional types are not necessary. There 
are some typical examples for this type which are toilet humor and sexual humor. 
The humor in both cases derives from the fact that a speaker breaks some kind of 
taboo. An instance of this type is as presented below. 
A: yeah oh I had a fantastic crap in there in this morning 
B: ha ha (laughing) 
C: ha ha (laughing) 
B: ha ha (laughing) 
 (Hay, 1995:79) 
A says an ambiguous line which refers to something taboo and vulgar by 
mentioning word “crap” and telling the location “in there” which drives the 
listeners, B and C to imagine an ambiguous place either related to the sex humor 
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or the toilet humor. B and C share same context and understanding hence, 
humorous frame occurs at that time. 
k. Wordplay 
Any comical expression which is indicated from meanings, sounds or 
ambiguities of word is called as wordplay (Hay, 1995:79). The most common and 
specific example of wordplay is a pun. The audience will identify the humor 
through the ambiguity of words. An instance below shows a conversation 
containing wordplay. 
You are stuck with your debt if you can’t budge it.  
(Dynel, 2009:1290) 
The speaker says the words “budge it” similarly with the word “budget” which is 
homophony. Those words are ambiguous since the meaning and the context of 
both words are suitable for the sentence and situation.  
 Wordplay is not restricted to pun. It may include similarities and 
differences between words in several ways. The following dialogue is another 
example of wordplay. 
Better late than pregnant. (said to a late-comer) 
(Dynel, 2009:1290) 
The speaker says that sentence to a late-comer because he or she is upset since 
someone is coming late. The word late in the conversation has different form but 
it has related sense, thus the instance is called as polysemy.  
5. Functions of Humor 
Humor, in general, plays an important role in determining someone’s 
identity and as a result of people’s interaction. That statement is supported by 
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Lynch (2002:425) who says that over time a sense of humor has become a 
necessary part of human’s life. Humor has been used for various aims by human. 
Bell (2011:12) claims that humor is suitable for any kinds of communication in a 
micro level. Hay (2000:716) also argues that a speaker’s bid in humor aims to 
show solidarity and build the position and respect within a group. Hence it must 
have functions in the society. 
In accordance with Lynch’s theory (2002:425-429), there are 
specifications of humor functions in the society. Humor functions are to express 
superiority, to relieve tension, and to interpret incongruity. Hence, in this research 
the functions of humor are limited from the point of view of the sitcom’s 
audience. 
a. To Express Superiority 
A person can be deliberated as comical and found inferior, if that person is 
inadequate in appearance or personal attitude based on a group or society’s 
perception. The superiority element in humor is a prevalent theme in the analysis 
of humor. Superiority humor is usually linked to looking down the inferior, yet it 
is also a form of self-derision. As Lynch (2002:426) said, the superiority in 
humor, principally, is the way a speaker shows his/her dominance or a form of 
his/her defense. 
Grunner (in Lynch, 2002:426) adds that humor helps someone evade an 
attack. Wilson (1979:212) explains that the superiority humor in an equal 
position affords a method for preventing an aggression in a blurry and an 
acceptable way for showing abruptness. Besides, Ross (1998:57) finds that the 
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inferior is not always being attacked in the society. In fact, the superior position 
in the society is frequently as the victim of a humor, such as criticism to 
government in a form of humor. 
Moreover, Lynch (2002:434) formulates humor as superiority can be 
subtracted from sociological view of humor to identification and differentiation. 
Identification causes an internal perception that is coherent among the speaker’s 
and audience’s knowledge. As a result, it excludes someone who does not have 
the same idea within the group. Differentiation expresses and highlights the 
existent boundaries of dissimilarity of society such as gender, race, religion, and 
occupational position.  
In additional, an example of the superiority humor is explained by Lynch 
(2002:426) by examining the joke of a well-known American comedian, Woody 
Allen: “I wouldn’t join any club that would have me as a member.” That joke 
expresses power to control audience and power to resist in the superiority humor. 
Allen controls the laughter by letting other laugh at him for being not superior 
while he can achieve a higher status by making fun of him. Besides, the 
superiority motivation of Allen’s joke can be interpreted as Allen’s response to 
anti-Semitic clubs with exclusion laws since Woody Allen is a Jewish which is 
one of a minority groups.  
b. To Relieve Tension 
Humor is considered as a tension relief when it is used by a speaker to 
lessen the tension or stress (Lynch, 2002:427). This function can be seen clearly in 
the negotiation or mediation occasion which is utilized as a face-saving behavior. 
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According to Fry through Lynch (2002:427), this function becomes a medicine in 
medical field because mostly humor results in laughter and it can ease muscle 
tension, resist infection, clear ventilation and mucus plugs also break spasm-pain 
cycle.  
Based on Freud’s theory which is quoted by Lynch (2002:427-428), there 
are two segments in relief humor. First, it contains healing element and second, it 
is a form of disguised attack and approved resistance. A clear example of this 
humor function is taken from the conversation in a court room. The ambience in a 
court room usually intense but in the following example, A as a justice tries to 
reduce the tense. After B, an advocate, gives a long winded explanation about the 
client, A teases B about B’s well articulated explanation by asking a personal 
question which is out of the topic. B answers the question politely and A responds 
with another light statements. As the result, the ambience at that time turns to be 
more relax. 
A: Ms. Forsman, can I ask you a personal question? Were you a moot 
court finalist? (Laughter) 
B: I was not. 
A: I attend a moot court at Notre Dame in about your year and it was an 
awfully good moot court. 
B: Thank you, Your Honor. 
(Malphurs, 2010:65) 
Furthermore, Lynch (2002:431) explains clearly that humor produces 
communicative functions such as to tease, gain attraction, persuade and release 
boredom. Those functions, actually, are classified under one function which is to 
ease tension. So, this function is also influenced by the way of the speaker 
communicates with the listeners. 
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c. To Interpret Incongruity 
Humor and its result, laughter may directly come from incoherent and 
irrational moment or topic. So, humor is used by a person to respond an 
incongruity occasion. Lynch (2002:428) argues that interpreting incongruity 
through humor does have no relation to superiority humor or relief motivation of 
humor, yet it merely depends on someone’s intellectuality. Ross (1998:7) 
mentions that surprise is the essential element in which incongruity theory 
focuses on. Lynch (2002:429) adds that incongruity idea in humor is a form of 
response to ambiguity within surroundings.  
The definition of humor as interpretation of incongruity is explained by 
Kant (in Lynch, 2002:428). He tells that sudden change of high expectation into 
meaningless event gains laughter. In addition, he gives an example that when 
someone hears the question “How do you know an elephant is in the shower with 
you?” that person will expect meaningful answer. However, the expectation will 
transform into nothing until the joke provides an answer, “You can smell the 
peanuts on its breath.” In summary, humor and its result, laughter, are the 
indications of incongruous situations.  
6. Context  
Context holds an important role in pragmatics. Hymes (in Brown and 
Yule, 1988:37) analyzes that context is the major element which influences the 
interpretation of someone either as restricting the idea of interpretation or as 
encouraging the aimed interpretation. In line with Cutting (2008: 5-7), there are 
three types of context. The situational context is what speakers know about the 
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situation around them. Second is the background knowledge context which is 
distinguished into two sub-types; cultural and interpersonal. Cultural knowledge is 
general knowledge that most people carry with them about areas of life. 
Interpersonal knowledge is specific and private knowledge of the background of 
the speakers themselves. The last type of context is co-textual context which 
means the context of the text itself.  
In addition, Nunan (1993: 8) has two types of context. The first is the 
linguistic context – the language that surrounds or accompanies the piece of 
discourse under analysis. The second is the non-linguistic or experiential context 
within which the speech or conversation takes place. Non-linguistic contexts 
include: the type of communicative event (for example, a joke, a story, a lecture, 
and a greeting). 
Meanwhile, in the real life, situational context and background knowledge 
context are more influential since conversational discourse frequently happens. 
Besides, non-linguistic context has a major role in development atmosphere. From 
those types of context, several main issues in a society can be revealed especially 
in a humorous frame. In this research, those types of context expose the issues in 
U.S.A since the object of this research is American situation comedy. 
7. American Situation Comedy 
Television is one of media communication which now becomes the major 
need in every house. Many television programs offer various kinds of genre which 
contain miscellaneous information. An easy understanding and playful program 
that has been a favorite choice as a companion to spend spectator’s leisure time in 
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front of television is situation comedy. Situation comedy is a series of TV show 
which tells about an original idea of a situation with the same characters that have 
humorous elements (Ross, 1998:89). Ross (1998:89) adds that the possibilities of 
comic acts of the character types and interactions of some particular characters in 
that situation drive humor in a sitcom without entangle in lines or gags.  
The leading country that produces many outstanding sitcoms is United 
States of America since American television, movie and radio industries are 
developed and remain stable since World War II as a winning nation with the 
lowest losses. From era to era, American sitcom’s genre has changed but there is 
one genre that has been unchanged which is family genre. From the family genre 
the characters, the setting and the plot story can be explored wider.  
According to Sander (2012:16), sitcom depicts the kinds of normal 
relation after the general society. Family genre is not only about the relation of a 
father, a mother and children or a husband and a wife but also the relation of 
friends or colleagues. Therefore, American sitcom automatically will show how 
American people’s lives. Sander (2012:16) also observes that surrogate family is 
dominant genre in overrated sitcom in US for instances Friends (1997), New Girl 
(2011), How I Met Your Mother (2005) and The Big Bang Theory (2007). 
8. The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
The Big Bang Theory is a successful American sitcom. The CBS as the 
channel which airs this sitcom success to show every story in each episode until 
season 7 (in 2013-2014). Since its first premiere on 24 September 2007, The Big 
Bang Theory attracts a lot of viewers’ attentions. This sitcom becomes the major 
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sitcom with many achievements. That is proved by winning prestigious awards, 
such as The Primetime Emmy Award and The Golden Globe Award from year 
2008-2013. This sitcom has seven seasons during 2007-2014 and the sixth season 
premiered on September 27, 2012.  
The initial idea of the situation is about brilliant physicists, Leonard 
Hofstadter and Sheldon Cooper, who are great in laboratory but socially 
challenged. They have friends, a Jewish-mechanical engineer, Howard Wolowitz, 
Wolowitz’s wife, Bernadette Rostenkowski, and an Indian-astrophysicist, Rajesh 
Koothrappali. Leonard and Sheldon which are roommates have beautiful and sexy 
neighbor named Penny who lives across the hall of Leonard and Sheldon’s 
apartment. Leonard believes that Penny is his true love. Meanwhile, Sheldon 
enters into a “Relationship Agreement” with neurobiologist Amy Farrah Fowler. 
Most of the stories tell about their daily activities and many problems in their 
lives. 
In The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, the story focuses on the love-life of 
each character without abandoning these geeks’ friendship activities. In this 
season, the writer still constantly tells implicit meanings in every episode such as 
in The Fish Guts Displacement, The Santa Simulation, and The Egg Salad 
Equivalency. The Fish Guts Displacement narrates a story of Amy’s bad condition 
because she is ill and Sheldon agrees to take care of her. She is very happy and 
excited to have her time beside Sheldon. On the other side, Howard has a dinner 
with Bernadette’s family and she suggests her dad and Howard to go fishing 
together. Then, Howard turns to Penny for advice on how to fish. 
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The Santa Simulation tells about the preparation of the boys to welcome 
Saturday night by playing Dungeons and Dragons while the girls go to the bar. 
Since Raj instantly loses in the game, he joins the girls. Leonard does not want 
Sheldon to boringly miss the Christmas, so he prepares a Santa-theme mission for 
them in the game. Next, The Egg Salad Equivalency recounts the happiness of 
Leonard after being asked out by Sheldon’s assistant, Alex. Sheldon naturally 
worries of that and asks for the opinion of Penny, Bernadette, and Amy. 
Definitely, Penny gets mad at Leonard while Sheldon decides to confront Alex 
directly. After that, Alex is offended by the sexist comments of him and 
complains to the HR department. Sheldon is nonplussed of the complaints and he 
reveals all inappropriate things that Leonard, Howard, and Raj have done at the 
university. 
9. American Social Issues 
As the powerful country in the world, USA practically has its own issues 
starting from political to social. Social issues challenge American people as they 
have to meet each other in the diversity. Glicken (2011:6) explains that the 
meaning of the social issue is a problem that hampers a society to seize their 
maximal abilities. So, television programs are assumed to be good media to 
convey their anxiety about social issues. Eventually, sitcom becomes the best 
program to portray American social issues because through sitcom than contains 
humor, a social issue which is socially offended can be lightly accepted.   
American social issues which are either implicitly or explicitly exposed 
through sitcom are various. As Glicken (2011:6) mentioned, the problems are like 
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poverty, unemployment, unequal opportunity, racism, malnutrition, substandard 
housing, employment discrimination, child abuse, crime and substance abuse. 
However, many script writers of sitcoms choose critical American social issues 
which still exist and hardly solved in American society. They are race and ethnic 
issue, bullying issue, gender issue, and religious issue. 
a. Racial/Ethnicity Issue 
Since USA is a diverse country and liberty is highly valued there, many 
ethnic groups choose to stay there. However, American people have their own 
history whether good or bad which influences their stereotype in the recent life. 
As the result, some ethnic groups become minorities. Pollard and O’Hare (1999:8) 
contend that characteristics of race and ethnicity keep changing over the time 
within a society. They add that the characteristics of the race itself are based on 
physical characteristics, such as skin color, hair type and facial features. Ethnicity 
is specified by the social and linguistics background.  
The government’s immigration program and permission slightly impact 
the growth of many ethnics in USA. So, the racial issue cannot be denied in 
American society. White people still dominate almost every part of American 
social structures. However, for white people the noticeable exclusion is still aimed 
for African American (Waters and Eschbach, 1995:421). Racism (in Guess, 
2006:652) means the discrepancy between whites and non-whites in educational 
opportunities, economic life, health care access, residential segregation, even 
death rate.  
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Nevertheless, it is wrong when others think that white’s racial attitude 
does not change during this half-century. In the contrary, they avoid to 
straightforwardly make offended comments (Schuman et al, in Bobo and Fox, 
2003:322-323). In fact white people always support government regulation to 
equalize the right of other races. This kind of paradox attracts the attention of the 
scholars. Some of them assume that there are several explanations about this kind 
of situation, so it creates three theories as the background of this situation. One of 
those theories elucidate that the old style of racism is replaced by the new style as 
Bobo and Fox (2003:323) stated.  
They also mention from some sources the new style of racism is called in 
many ways such as symbolic racism or racial resentment (Henry and Sears 2002; 
Sears, van Laar, et al. 1997), subtle versus blatant prejudice (Pettigrew and 
Meertens 1995), or other forms of racism (Feagin 2000). The symbolic racism can 
be shown through many ways, one of them in sitcom. It reveals that racism is still 
real. 
b. Bullying issue 
Bullying has been a national issue that gains American people’s attention 
because of its impact to the victims. Moreover, bullying can be experienced by 
every American community particularly during school time. Dake et al. (2003:73) 
record that since school bullying is the factor of homicide and suicide, United 
States media give more attention into it. As quoted in Nansel et al (2001:2), 
bullying is an act which contains imbalance power; usually the powerful party 
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strikes the powerless one. This act intends to harm the powerless individual or 
group.  
Some acts that can be categorized as bullying are varied. Nansel et al. 
(2001:2) report that power, which is shown by the bullies, is physical or 
physiological and offensive action as verbal (name-calling, threats), physical 
(kicking, hitting), or physiological (rumors, exclusion, or shunning). In addition, 
they record that the common form of bullying which is often used among boys is 
direct physical aggression, while indirect forms are more shown by girls. 
The worse matter is that this case has been considered as normal action 
which is experienced in childhood as conveyed by Hoover and Stenhjem (2003:1). 
In American society, even though this case has been a critical issue nationwide, 
the youth ignore and keep doing this bad act like a tradition in their school. 
Moreover, there is another kind of bullying, named cyberbullying. The 
technological development becomes a major influence for cyberbullying because 
of the freedom to access any websites through internet which stimulate people to 
communicate with each other even to express their feeling.  
Cyberbullying is mostly done in aggressive verbal form by harsh 
comment, name-calling, rumor, gossip. Different from traditional bullying, in 
cyberbullying the bullies can hide their identity behind a computer. Donegan 
(2012:34), in this case, proposes that the bullies undoubtedly can assault someone 
without seeing the physical reaction or response due to the anonymity.  
American federal government has realized that the effect of both 
traditional bullying and cyberbullying are so dangerous for victim’s mental 
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growth and life. The government begins to formulate regulations related to this 
case. Herbeck (in Donegan, 2012:38) stated that the U.S Supreme Court has been 
releasing a statement associated with bullying as following the government 
authorizes school official to take action regarding the condition when school 
violence is getting common.  
c. Gender issue 
Both gender inequality and gender discrimination are becoming problems 
to be focused on these decades recently in the United States. The biggest reason 
behind this case is about gender stereotype. United States’ history contributes to 
create gender stereotypes. Consequently, the gender gap in United States widely 
exists until today. Women are the most frequent party who feel the injustice of 
system or treatment. In American’s history, women were usually standing behind 
men’s back. They took care of household and needed husband’s permission to go 
out.  
Nowadays, although women’s fates are so much better than the previous 
one, unfair treatments are still experienced by them, especially in the United 
States. CNN News in their website written by Kurtz (2013) informs that in the 
U.S. there is a big gap between women and men in politics than 22 other countries 
because in that year only 18% women have seats in Congress. Grey-Bowen and 
McFarlane (2010:65) argue that gender issues are shown in corporation or politics 
world because gender inequality is most visible by indicating themselves in 
authority and position to distinguish gender or sexes.  
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Americans still underestimate of position women by having their own 
perception. Welle and Heilman (2005:25) conclude that perceptions, given the 
gender categories, are lead by cognitive representations based on the normative 
beliefs of appropriate and inappropriate treatment to do. They (2005:28) believe 
that gender stereotype drives discrimination which can be categorized as formal 
and informal discrimination.  
Welle and Heilman (2005:28-30) explains that formal discrimination of 
gender occurs in workplace usually when men or women offers their job 
applications. There would be any differences in position or expectation matter. 
Meanwhile, informal discrimination of gender happens during men’s and 
women’s organizational and social experience. American men often draw an 
analogy of women’s positions and it can be seen through the role of women in 
Hollywood films or TV series. 
This era, many of American women are aware of their position and what 
they can do. Although it is a hard and long process, a major breakthrough in 
showing their position has resulted. Some companies’ leaders in the U.S.A. are 
women. Women’s roles in Hollywood movies slowly change. Those are few 
instances of the results of women’s struggle.  
d. Religious issue 
In every country in this world, religious issue must be a sensitive issue to 
be obviously discussed. Religion is personal right for every human being in every 
country. Therefore, this world contains diversity of religion traditions. For the 
believers, their religions mean a lot because they have put their faith for certain 
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religious tradition. In line with that statement, Woodhead (2009:iii) states that 
religion cannot be equated because it is collected from a various range of beliefs, 
practices and institutions. For a big country like the United States, the freedom of 
religion is definitely in the hand of every citizen. As Wilson (2000:12) stated, 
America’s social history of religion is complicated and active which causes 
Christian and Catholic have bigger followers than other religions. 
Unfortunately, this matter often triggers a bitter feud even war between the 
two countries or individuals. Some parties frequently make religion as an excuse 
behind their confrontation to others. This condition creates bad impression to 
certain religion, therefore the people get discrimination. Then, the tragedies or 
events that are experienced by Americans related to religion insist the government 
to take responsibilities and actions. Therefore, religion is always connected to 
politics. Kazin (2000:64) offers three models of the religion-politics relation 
which have deep roots with the U.S. history.  
He briefly explains three models of the religion-politics. First is most of 
U.S.’ politicians in either taking actions or decisions act as strict priests who 
enforce the custom to the command of Protestant as the majority. Second, the 
politicians can be tolerant priest who actually have some favors for such 
commands and they agrees to tolerate limited diversity of spiritual approaches. 
Last, politicians choose to become liberal pluralists, even though they usually 
agree of several certain denominations, they try to prevent making either 
amendment or policies which are in favor of certain group.  Thus, religion 
becomes a sensitive topic to be talked to in society. 
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B. Previous Study 
Humor and its relation to pragmatics is an interesting topic to be 
investigated because humor is a unique theme in pragmatics for its complexity. 
Moreover, pragmatics covers extensive discussions which make humor can be 
explored more. Thus, many researches take this theme to unveil the functional 
results even various new concepts. Few studies under this topic with different 
approach, method and notion are discussed below. 
The first research is conducted by Lance Askildson in 2005 entitled 
“Effects of Humor in the Language Classroom: Humor as a Pedagogical Tool in 
Theory and Practice”. The researcher argues that pedagogical benefits of humor 
are acceptable for language classroom in general and the dominant 
communicative classroom. The results of this research which perceives effect of 
pedagogical humor in the L2 classroom absolutely support the beneficial effect of 
humor for L2 classroom even in general classroom. This research claims that 
humor was an important element of creating an overall environment conducive to 
learning. Then, humor is perceived as an important component for the learning 
process among both students and teachers. Last, the employment of targeted 
linguistic humor in the target language results a bold perception of increased 
language and cultural learning by teacher participants. 
Next, the research is investigated by Shuqin Hu in 2012, entitled “An 
Analysis of Humor in The Big Bang Theory from Pragmatic Perspective”. This 
research employs pragmatic approach to reveal the non-observance of maxims 
from Grice’s theory of Cooperative Principles which generate the humor in the 
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dialogues of The Big Bang Theory and the creation of humor communication 
based on relevance theory. The result of this study describes that the creation of 
comic effects in the sitcom comes from violating Cooperative Principles and 
relevance theory.  
Compared to two researches by Lance Askildson and Shuqin Hu, this 
research has similarities to them in term of humor as the focus of the analysis. 
However, there are several distinctions that this research has. First, the aims of 
this research are absolutely different from both researches. Second, this research is 
The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, different from those researches which take real 
L2 classroom conversation and unspecified episode or season of The Big Bang 
Theory series. Last, the variables that express humor can reveal American issues 
through The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 is explained in this research.  
C. Conceptual Framework 
This research employs pragmatic approach to analyze its objectives. 
Pragmatics is employed especially as an approach to investigate first and second 
objectives in this research which are observing the types and the functions of 
humor performed by the characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. The third 
objective which uncovers American social issue presented in The Big Bang 
Theory: Season 6 is answered through the elaboration of the first and second 
objectives. 
Humor which means talk or act which results in amusement, laugh and 
smile must have various types that clarify any humor involved in a humorous 
frame. Therefore, humor types are distinguished into 11 types; anecdotes, fantasy, 
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insult, irony, jokes, observational, quote, roleplay, self-deprecation, vulgarity, and 
wordplay which are explained by Hay (1995:65-79) to answer the first objective 
of this research. Besides, behind its amusement and laugh, humor delivers 
intended meanings which assuredly would have certain functions. Lynch 
(2002:426-429) confirms the functions of humor which at the same time also 
answers the second objectives of this research. Those functions are to express 
superiority, to relieve tension, and to interpret incongruity. 
Consequently, some issues are revealed through humor which can be seen 
from its types and function. The issue which is brought to the surface by the writer 
script in Big Bang Theory: Season 6 as the object of this research is social issue 
that is related to the theme of Big Bang Theory: Season 6. The social issues which 
clearly portrayed in Big Bang Theory: Season 6 are ethnic issue, bullying issue, 
gender issue, and religion issue.   
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PRAGMATICS 
Deixis References Cooperative 
Principles 
Speech 
Act 
Context Politeness Implicature 
Pocutionary Act Illocutionary Act Perlocutionary Act 
HUMOR 
Situation Comedy 
THE BIG BANG THEORY: 
SEASON 6 
Types of Humor: 
1. Anecdotes 
2. Fantasy 
3. Insult 
4. Irony 
5. Jokes 
6. Observation 
7. Quote 
8. Roleplay 
9. Self-deprecation 
10. Vulgarity 
11. Wordplay 
Functions of Humor: 
1. To express superiority 
2. To relieve tension 
3. To interpret incongruity 
 
A PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS OF HUMOR IN THE BIG BANG THEORY: SEASON 6 TO 
REVEAL AMERICAN SOCIAL ISSUES 
 
Figure 1: The Analytical Construct 
 
American Social Issues: 
1. Racial/ethnicity issues 
2. Bullying issue 
3. Gender issues 
4. Religious issues 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Type of the Study  
This research employed a qualitative approach. The meaning of qualitative 
research method is proposed by Bradley (1997:31) who says that qualitative 
research is a method for collecting and analyzing data from a phenomenon that is 
easier to be extracted into words instead of numbers. Furthermore, this kind of 
research, based on Berg (2001:6), has a major aim to give answers from certain 
questions by applying organized procedures.  
In addition, Bogdan and Biklen (in Banfield and Gicain, 2006:512) explain 
the features of qualitative research are a natural setting as the source of the data 
which involves the context, descriptive data collection in nature since it employs 
words not numbers, the process and the reason rather than simply result or 
outcomes, the inductive data analysis, and the meaning as the concern of this kind 
of the research.  
Therefore, qualitative research was suitably applied in this research to 
describe the types as well as the functions of humor which performed by the 
characters in the series. Then the American social issues which are emphasized by 
the researcher were also identified through this method. Moreover, several 
supporting theories were used to define and present the data. 
B. Research Instruments 
The key instrument of this research was the researcher herself. The 
researcher as the key instrument in qualitative research is in line with the 
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statement of Guba and Lincoln (in Jackson et.al, 2007:22) who say that in 
qualitative research, human is the instrument which is formed by the 
understanding of human being and the experience. Additionally, Barrett 
(2007:418) argues that the researcher as the instrument of the research affirms the 
typical functions of researcher’s awareness, point of view, and subjectivity in data 
obtaining. Afterwards, the researcher employed second instruments which are data 
sheet and the transcript of The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. Those second 
instruments helped the researcher to investigate the data.  
C. Data and Data Source 
The data of the research were in the form of words, phrases, clauses, 
utterances which were taken from the contextual dialogues performed by the 
characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. The source of data was The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6, especially the episodes The Fish Guts Displacement, The 
Santa Simulation, and The Egg Salad Equivalency. All the data in this research 
were from the transcript of the series.  
D. Technique of Data Collection 
The technique of data collection can be done through interview, 
ethnography observation, document and material culture analysis and visual 
analysis as Vanderstoep and Johnston (2009: 189) said. They simply explain that 
interview is done face-to-face by giving question and answer; ethnography 
observation is to observe people related to the culture; then document and material 
culture analysis is to analyze cultural written text or artifacts. Last, visual analysis 
is to examine mediated texts, such as movies or television series. 
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Consequently, the appropriate and accurate data were acquired from 
applying this technique. 
The researcher did several steps to collect the data, i.e.: 
1. watching The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 series, 
2. determining 3 episodes which contain suitable amount of humor to expose 
American social issues, 
3. browsing and printing the transcript of 3 selected episodes, 
4. selecting and underlining humorous dialogues which performed by the 
characters, and 
5. classifying and categorizing the collected data from transcript into a data 
sheet. The form of the data sheet is presented as follows. 
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Table 1: Types, Functions of Humor and American Social issues in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6 
No Dialogues 
Types of Humor 
Functions 
of Humor 
American 
Social Issues Explanation 
A F 
I
N 
I
R 
J O Q R 
S
D 
V W ES 
R
T 
I
I 
R
A 
B G 
R
E 
1. Sheldon: Is anyone 
else troubled by the 
Spider-Man theme 
song? 
Leonard: Why 
would it trouble 
you? It’s, like, your 
third favourite 
cartoon theme song. 
Sheldon: It is, right 
behind do-do-do-
do-do Inspector 
Gadget., and 
Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, 
heroes in a half-
shell. 
Howard  and Raj 
(together): Turtle 
power! 
      √      √     √ Sheldon, Leonard, 
Howard and Raj gather in 
Leonard’s apartment 
while playing a game. 
Suddenly, Sheldon brings 
up an issue about 
Spiderman theme song. 
Since the song is one of 
his favorite theme songs, 
he automatically sings the 
song that makes the others 
smile and sing along the 
song. The humor which is 
performed by Sheldon 
and friend can be 
categorized as quote 
because Sheldon quotes 
the theme song from a 
movie moreover the 
others have the same 
knowledge about the 
song. Sheldon’s intention 
to perform the humor is to 
relieve the tension when 
they play the game 
 
Notes:  
A : Anecdote ES : To Express Superiority 
F : Fantasy RT : To Relieve Tension 
IN : Insult  II  : To interpret incongruity 
IR : Irony  RA : Racial/Ethnicity Issue 
J : Joke B  : Bullying Issue 
O : Observational G  : Gender Issue 
Q : Quote RE : Religion Issue 
R : Roleplay 
SD : Self Deprecation 
V : Vulgarity 
W : Wordplay 
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E. Technique of Data Analysis 
Data analysis which is very important in conducting qualitative research 
since the well-done process results the precise descriptions and interpretations of 
phenomenon. Bogdan and Biklen (in Westbrook, 1994:245) add some ideas of 
analyzing data includes processing the data, arranging them, splitting them into 
feasible parts, integrating them, looking for the details, investigating the 
importance and last sharing the data needed to be shared. Vanderstoep and 
Johnston (2009: 190-191) suggest that the data should be analyzed right after 
collecting the data because the first analysis determines the focus and strategies 
applied in the data collection.  
Meanwhile, in this research the technique of data analysis was referential 
analysis which is a technique of analyzing in which the data are analyzed 
regarding to the several theories. Therefore, to analyze the data, researcher did 
four steps, i.e.: 
1. classifying the collected data into the data sheet, 
2. consulting the classified data in the data sheet to the supervisor and 
discussing the data with several colleagues from linguistics students, 
3. analyzing the classified data by counting the numbers of data in each category 
to find the frequency of the data appearance in each category, and 
4. describing the analysis and writing the report as well as the conclusion. 
F. Trustworthiness 
The accuracy of findings must be achieved in a research to enhance 
trustworthiness, hence a researcher engages a technique to obtain accurate results. 
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As Jackson et.al. (2007:26) statement, measuring trustworthiness in qualitative 
research can be executed by four tests; credibility, transferability, dependability, 
and confirmability. Thus, this research accomplished the evaluating of data by the 
process of credibility and confirmability.  
Credibility depends on the information collected and analytical ability of 
the researcher. The researcher reads and analyzes the data carefully so the findings 
are accordance with the formulation of the problems. Meanwhile, to prevent the 
subjectivity of the data, conformability is suitable technique. Involving external 
parties to become auditors help the researcher to enhance credibility too. For that 
reason, peer readers served to evaluate and criticize the process of data analysis of 
this research. The data in this research were discussed and consulted to the 
researcher with the people considered competent in supporting the data analysis. 
Thus, the researcher consulted the result with her supervisors who are an expert in 
linguistic study. In addition, the researcher also discussed the findings with some 
colleagues who are students of Linguistics in English Language and Literature 
Study Program.   
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter reports the findings of this research on humor performed by the cast 
of The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 in the detail ways. Two sections, findings and 
discussion are provided in this chapter. Findings section describes the results of this 
research systematically through table which shows types and function of humor as 
well as American social issues in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. Meanwhile, 
discussion section explains the findings in the form of words.  
A. Findings 
This section portrays the findings of this research on type and function of humor 
in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. In addition, there are American social issues 
which are described in the sitcom. Following the analysis process, total data collected 
in this research are 80 data and are displayed in the table below to accommodate 
detail information about the type and function of humor are employed in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6 as well as its American social issues.  
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Table 2: Findings of the types and function of humor as well as American 
social issues employed by the character in The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6 
No 
Functions To Express 
Superiority 
To Relieve Tension 
To Interpret 
Incongruity Types 
1 Anecdote  
Bullying, Gender, 
Religion, Other 
Other 
2 Fantasy Gender Bullying , Other  
3 Insult 
Bullying, 
Gender, Other 
 
Bullying, Gender, 
Other 
4 Irony Gender 
Bullying, Gender, 
Other 
Racial, Gender, 
Religion, Other 
5 Joke Other Racial Other 
6 Observation 
Gender, 
Religion 
Gender, Religion, 
Other 
Religion, Other 
7 Quote  Other  
8 Roleplay  Other  
9 
Self 
Deprecation 
 Bullying, Other  
10 Vulgarity Gender 
Gender, Religion, 
Other 
Other 
11 Wordplay Racial, Religion Racial, Other Bullying, Religion 
 
The table above shows the detail data of humor types which are proposed by Hay 
followed by its functions based on Lynch’s theory. In addition, there are American 
social issues which are either implicitly or explicitly performed in each humor type.  
All humor types that are suggested by Hay are discovered. Thus, there are eleven 
types of humor employed, i.e. anecdote, fantasy, insult, irony, joke, observation, 
quote, roleplay, self deprecation, vulgarity, and wordplay. Subsequently, the table 
displays that each type of humor is tailed by its functions, nevertheless the table 
portrays that not all of the functions completely followed each of humor type. 
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Basically, there are three functions of humor which are to express superiority, to 
relieve tension and to interpret incongruity.  
Additionally, in terms of American social issues, there are four critical issues in 
the United States that appear in the dialogues of The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
among the characters; they are racial issue, bullying issue, gender issue, and religion 
issue. The problems that are not included into four main issues can be categorized as 
other issues for example topics about movies, music, and family, small talks. 
B. Discussion 
1. Type of Humor in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
a. Anecdote 
Anecdote is one of humor type performed by the speaker in the form of narration 
which is considered being a funny story. It is majorly about the speaker experience 
that is also known by the hearer. Based on the data, anecdote is employed by the 
characters and followed by two humor functions. In The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
generally characters use anecdote humor in order to narrate their own experiences. 
All the hearers involved in the conversation have the same knowledge and context 
about the background situation. So, the story will be considered being funny if the 
hearers have the same experience, the topic unexpectedly is not in accordance with 
the previous talk and the story teller describes the moment detail with ridiculous 
elements. 
An instance of report talk in the interruption is presented below.  
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Stuart : I gotta tell you, this, this is the most holiday fun I’ve had since my 
therapist changed my anxiety medication and I stopped caring about 
the blood in my stool. 
Howard : Good story. 
(Datum 43) 
The conversation between Stuart and Howard happens when the geeks have a 
Dungeons and Dragons game in Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat. They played the game 
on the Saturday night. While they are playing the game, unexpectedly Stuart tells his 
own experience in order to express his happy thought about the game. The story 
performed by Stuart is one of anecdote humor because Stuart tells his own experience 
which the topic is irrelevant with the pervious talks so, it surprises the hearers who 
already have same knowledge and context. Thus, the entertaining futures can be 
achieved for both parties.  
Stuart intends to share his excited feeling about the game that they are playing 
now. He compares his holiday activities now with his previous holiday by sharing his 
own experience in medical treatments of his anxiety. He tells detail experience of 
medication, even his personal experience which is so impropriate to be told since it 
contains vulgar elements, … I stopped caring about the blood in my stool. It 
definitely surprises the hearers who is unexpected that topic will appear in that kind 
of ambience. So, it creates the humor among the hearers. 
Another example of anecdote that appears in the conversation between the 
characters is presented as follows.  
Leonard : Honestly, because I had enough crappy Christmases as a kid and 
I’m tired of you sucking the joy out of them now. 
Stuart : What was so bad about them? 
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Leonard : I grew up in a house full of crazy academics. Instead of leaving 
Santa milk and cookies, we had to leave him a research paper. And 
in the morning, you could tell he’d been there because the paper 
would be graded. 
Sheldon : No wonder you love Christmas. That sounds amazing. 
Leonard : It wasn’t amazing. I got a C-minus four years in a row. 
Sheldon : Yeah, I’m familiar with your work. C-minus was your gift. 
(Datum 46) 
The conversation as performed in the example above happen when Sheldon and 
Leonard argue about the meaning of Christmas day according their own opinion and 
unfortunately they both have opposite opinion about that. They have argument when 
they play Dungeons and Dragons game in Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat. Stuart feels 
curious about this situation, then he straightly ask to Leonard why Christmas is so 
bad in his point of view. After that, Leonard tells his childhood experience with 
surprising elements in it.  
Leonard’s story contains incoherent culture and uncommon experience that 
usually happen during Holiday Christmas. When he says I grew up in a house full of 
crazy academics. Instead of leaving Santa milk and cookies, we had to leave him a 
research paper. And in the morning, you could tell he’d been there because the paper 
would be graded, it triggers humorous effects because it contains opposite activity 
during Holidays; there are contrast comparisons in it. Additionally, his statement after 
Sheldon opinion, It wasn’t amazing. I got a C-minus four years in a row, adds more 
contrast comparison in his experience’s story.  
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b. Fantasy 
Based on findings, this type has humorous and imaginary construction of event 
and topic. It comes from the speaker and several of them needs hearer’s contribution 
to make the topic bigger and wider. In these data, it is proven that the imaginary topic 
creates impossible events which in the beginning it is a possible topic. One of the data 
below presents how fantasy type is performed by the characters, Leonard and Stuart. 
Leonard : It’s locked, but suddenly the door behind you slams shut and now the 
walls of the room start closing in. 
Stuart : That’s not good. My character and I both have claustrophobia. 
(Datum 36) 
The conversation between Leonard and Stuart happens in Leonard’s flat when 
they play Dungeons and Dragons game. This game needs the narrator or the leader of 
the game that create the imaginary details story of the situation then the others as the 
players follow the narrator to decide what the next step to be taken. So that, they can 
solve the imaginary challenge from the narrator’s story. Meanwhile, in this game 
Leonard as the narrator starts to tell the imaginary story which means the next 
challenge for the players by saying It’s locked, but suddenly the door behind you 
slams shut and now the walls of the room start closing in. 
Leonard’s narration is supported by Stuart who is adding the imaginary 
condition. It is funny because he relates fantasy with the reality, That’s not good. My 
character and I both have claustrophobia. The conversation which is actually only in 
a game creates fantasy humor because it contains impossible as well as imaginary 
events and supporting of the hearer. 
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Another description of this type is as follows. 
Bernadette: I’m sure you’ve got nothing to worry about. Leonard would never 
cheat on you. 
Amy : She’s right. But say the word, I got a lab full of cocaine-addicted 
monkeys with nothing to lose. One of them could end up in the 
backseat of her car. Or her shower. 
(Datum 60) 
 
The girls gather in Bernadette’s house to discuss about Leonard and Alex 
relationship. Penny as Leonard’s girlfriend feels insecure with the existence of Alex 
in her relationship with Leonard. So, the others try to comfort Penny as what 
Bernadette has done in the conversation. However, suddenly Amy gives remarkable 
suggestion as well as comment.  
Her suggestion is in the form of fantasy due to her imaginary thoughts. She 
constructs an event that sounds impossible to be possible to do. She mentions a 
feature that indicates the impossible event considered as the possible one which is say 
the word. After that, she informs about her imagination followed with the scenario 
how the event could be done and happened. 
c. Insult 
Insult usually used to make the other party as the victim or the butt of the 
conversation. Actually insult can offend the victim but when it becomes one of humor 
types, the form of insult is lighter and not hurting someone as hard as in literary form. 
It is a sign to discriminate the victim. Based on the data, insult type which actually 
has two categories which are when the victim is directly abused by the speaker and 
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when the victim absent is being insulted is only employed one type of insult that is 
when the victim is directly abused by the speaker. 
An explanation of insult is shown below. 
Bernadette : So you’ve just been lying to him? 
Amy : See the stuff in my nose? Rubber cement. 
Bernadette : I don’t mean to be judgy, but this is the kind of thing lunatics do. 
(Datum 20) 
Bernadette visits Amy after heard that Amy is sick. They have small chit chat in 
Amy’s flat until accidentally Amy tells Bernadette that she actually was healed but to 
get Sheldon’s attention she pretend to be sick until now. Bernadette is very surprised 
and directly she insults Amy by saying I don’t mean to be judgy, but this is the kind 
of thing lunatics do. Her utterance is not really harmful for Amy since she says she 
does not mean to be judgy before she directly insults Amy as lunatic. This example is 
included to the insult type when the victim is being present. 
An explanation of insult is also shown below. 
Raj : Your assistant is totally hitting on this jerk and he loves it. 
(Datum 58) 
Leonard, Howard, Raj and Sheldon gather to have lunch in canteen. Sheldon who 
comes after takes his lunch, asking the others about the topic they are talking about. 
Suddenly, Raj yells that they are talking about Sheldon’s assistant who is hitting on 
Leonard and he likes it. Insult humor appears when Raj calls Leonard as jerk in front 
of the others since he feels jealous. So, he directly insults Leonard while Leonard is 
being there.  
Another instance of insult is revealed in the datum below.  
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Sheldon : But I came to file a complaint. Somebody has made me feel 
uncomfortable in the workplace by using language of an 
inappropriate and sexual nature. 
Janine : And who was that? 
Sheldon : You, you dirty birdie. I-I thought about the things you said to me 
yesterday, and I realized I’m deeply offended. Now, be a dear and get 
me one of those complaint forms. 
(Datum 78) 
 
This conversation happens in Janine’s office (HRD office). Sheldon comes to her and 
he reports about his complaint. Janine looks confused and asks him about his 
complaint. Then, Sheldon explicitly tells that he sends his complaint to her.  
He uses insult to answers Janine’s question by directly calling her as dirty birdie 
moreover in the end he asks her to get him one of the complaint form impolitely. He 
says to her; Now, be a dear and get me one of those complaint forms. This 
conversation considered as humor because Sheldon makes Janine as the butt of the 
conversation but in the unusual ways such as the selection of his unique dictions.  
d. Irony 
When the speaker implies the opposite meaning of what she or he literary asserts 
or something that has contrary meaning. This humor is related to knowledge and 
context between speaker and hearer. Irony types that have appeared in the data focus 
on the verbal irony excluding the ironic situation. Several of the findings perform 
sarcasm irony which usually has bitter, sharp and rude expression.  
The instance of irony is shown by the characters in the conversation below. 
Raj : What about you, Sheldon? Do you have any plans tonight? 
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Sheldon : Sadly, yes. Amy’s taking me to a memorial service. It’s for one of her 
colleagues who is of Asian descent, so my planned conversational 
gambit is to casually remark that no matter how deep they dig his 
grave, he’ll never make his way back to China. 
Leonard : That should lighten the mood. 
Sheldon : What can I say? I put the fun in funeral. 
(Datum 7) 
The boys have conversation about their activity when the weekend comes in 
Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat. Each one of them explains what they are going to do. It 
is Sheldon’s turn to tell his plan on the weekend. He is going to accompany Amy to 
to a memorial service of one of her colleagues who is of Asian descent. Then, 
Sheldon shares his plan of conversational gambit. He will casually remark that no 
matter how deep they dig his grave; Amy’s friend will never make his way back to 
China. Sheldon’s planning is surprising everyone. Leonard directly gives irony 
comment that trigger humor by saying that should lighten the mood.  
Leonard’s comment portrays irony humor because he implies the opposite 
message of his sentence and people around him have same knowledge as well as 
context of what he intends to say about. In fact, Sheldon’s plans clearly will not 
lighten the mood as Leonard literally says; it will offend the family of Amy’s 
colleague.  
Another example of irony is also performed in the conversation between Howard 
and Mrs. Rostenkowski below. 
Howard : So, Mrs. Rostenkowski, you took that trip to the Grand 
Canyon. How was it? 
Mrs. Rostenkowski : It was good. 
Howard  : Had no idea you were the chatty one 
(Datum 11) 
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Howard has dinner with his wife and parents’ in law in Howard’s and Bernadette’s 
house. He feels so nervous and awkward to his parents in law. He already tried to 
make conversations with his father in law but it does not work well. His father in law 
answers his questions with short answers and to the point. He feels more awkward, 
thus he tries to start the chit chat to his mother in law since usually a woman is 
chattier than a man.  
He opens the conversation by asking his mother in law about her trip to Grand 
Canyon. Unexpectedly, her answer is really short. Moreover she looks has no 
intention to extend the topic. Howard grumbles to respond his mother in law answer. 
His grumble contains irony humor because what he literally says is contrary with his 
real meaning and real situation. He says that he has no idea that her mother in law is 
the chatty one in her family. That statement is definitely not true because her answer 
is more or less same with the answer of Howard’s father in law which is short and 
straight to the point. 
The dialogue below is an irony humor which contains sarcasm element in it.  
Mr. Rostenkowski : I tried to back out, too. My wife said I had to go. 
Howard : Really? Your wife makes you do stuff? You’re a big, scary 
cop. 
Mr. Rostenkowski : You’re an astronaut, and your wife makes you do things, 
and she’s only four feet tall. 
(Datum 25) 
The conversation happens in Mr. Rostenkowski, Howard’s father in law. They 
are going to go fishing even though finally Howard admits that he does not want to 
go fishing since he does not know how to fishing. Surprisingly, his father in law is 
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also forced to go to fishing with him. Howard is really surprised at that situation. He 
utters irony comments which contain bitter and sharp statement, so that, his comment 
called as irony sarcasm humor. Howard asks his father in law in rhetorical way that 
his mother in law easily commands him to do what she wants in fact he is a big guy 
as well as a cop. He adds that his father in law is a scary cop. Howard’s question has 
contrary meaning from the real condition and the hearer will know that it is irony 
sarcasm because the hearer has the same background knowledge of this situation.  
Mr. Rostenkowski replies his comments with another irony sarcasm humor. He 
replies with bitter and sharp comments with contrary meaning with the reality; Mr. 
Rostenkowski replies to Howard that he is an astronaut, and his wife makes him do 
things, and she’s only four feet tall. 
This instance below is also an example of irony which contains of sarcasm done 
by Penny.  
Bernadette : Looks like he’s doing pretty good. 
Penny : Of course he is. Look, that girl just got dumped by her boyfriend. 
She’s angry, she’s drunk, and her favorite movie is Slumdog 
Millionaire. I mean. 
Amy : That is some low-hanging fruit. 
(Datum 39) 
The girls and Raj are hanging out in the club. The girls help Raj to get close to a girl 
in there. Finally, Raj who is a little bit drunk can talk to a girl in there. Bernadette 
feels so glad that Raj can talk for awhile to that girl. Suddenly, Penny replies 
Bernadette’s statement in hurry since she has the reasons why Raj could talk with her 
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in awhile. Her explanation contains irony statement moreover there are bitter words 
which sound rude too.  
Based on Penny, Raj looks doing well with that girl because that girl is just got 
dumped by her boyfriend. So, she is angry and drunk when she talks to Raj. From 
Penny’s statement, it can be concluded that if she is not on those positions, she 
definitely will not talk to Raj. Therefore, Penny’s explanation is included to irony 
since she implies another meaning in her statement. Then, what make it sarcasm is 
she adds bitter irony facts about that girl. That girl really loves Slumdog Millionaire 
which is an India movie about struggle of poor people in the slums. It means that she 
wants to talk to Raj because she also loves Slumdog Millionaire movie which related 
to Raj’s race and the stereotype of Indians who are poor and full of struggling in their 
lives.  
e. Joke  
This type of humor refers to canned joke which is commonly used by people in 
daily talk or conversation to intentionally create a humorous situation. Canned joke 
has punch line or surprising ending.  To reveal how joke is performing in 
conversation by the characters in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, each of the 2 data 
discovered is presented. 
Sheldon : However, the Spider-Man lyrics posit that Spider-Man, Spider-
Man does whatever a spider can. 
Howard : Yeah, so? 
Sheldon : I can think of many things Spider-Man can’t do that a spider can. 
One, crawl in your ear and die. Two, legally leave Guatemala 
without a passport. Three, have sex with a spider. 
(Datum 2) 
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Leonard, Sheldon, Howard and Raj are in the living room of Leonard’s and 
Sheldon’s flat. They have small chit chat in variant topic and then randomly Sheldon 
brings the topic about Spider-Man lyric. He states his thought about Spider-Man 
lyric. Howard responds Sheldon’s statement by asking the next question, so? Sheldon 
directly expresses his thoughts detail about what spider-man cannot do that a spider 
can. His explanation is called as punchline since it contains surprising elements. 
Moreover, it is categorized as question answer joke because Sheldon gives signal by 
uttering unfinished statement. Then it is responded by Howard after that he gives the 
punchline.  
The last example of joke humor is done by Leonard as presented below. 
Leonard : She knows I have a girlfriend. It’s so weird. 
Raj : Oh, my God. You’re loving this. 
Leonard : To my bones. I mean, I’m not gonna do anything about it. I love 
Penny. It’s just nice to have a young, attractive woman sniffing 
around the goods. 
Raj : I both hate you and want to be you. This is Ryan Gosling all over 
again 
(Datum 56) 
The boys are in the campus canteen. Leonard and Raj argue for Alex. Raj envies 
Leonard because Alex gives special treatments and attention to Leonard. Leonard 
who has a girlfriend Penny looks happy with this situation instead of uncomfortable. 
Raj is astonished by Leonard’s feeling and he comments about this. Surprisingly, 
Leonard that ought to be uncomfortable or guilty about his manner and feelings is 
extremely happy that Alex is hitting on him. He directly responds Raj comments by 
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expressing that he loves this situation to his bones. It is a joke humor from Leonard to 
say a punchline. 
f. Observation 
A respond that is in the form of comment or quip about someone’s previous 
statement or event is named as observation humor. This type is considered as humor 
because it is a contextual comment, but happens unexpectedly in non-humorous 
event. So this comment or quip usually goes unsaid. Based on the data findings, the 
form of this humor is one-liners which usually deliver meanings instead of mediating 
humor.  
An example of observation taken from the data collected is described as follows.  
Leonard : Come on, Sheldon. You know all the Christmas stories, and the 
carols, you’ve got an eggnog moustache going on there. Just admit it. 
You’re getting a little Yuletide spirit. 
Sheldon : Oh, don’t be silly. Christmas is a bunch of baloney created by the 
tinsel industry. Why is this so important to you? 
(Datum 45) 
The conversation of Leonard and Sheldon in the example above happens when they 
are playing Dungeons and Dragons game in their flat. Leonard tries to convince 
Sheldon that actually in the deepest of his heart, he loves Christmas. He forces 
Sheldon to admit that he like Christmas since he knows well the Christmas story, the 
carols and the Christmas foods. Sheldon refused Leonard’s assumption by stating 
observation humor.  
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His rebuttal is based on Leonard’s statement before and it is a unique statement 
in the form of one-liner. The comment happens in the non-humorous situation and the 
contains of the humor is usually not explicitly said by a man because it has criticizing 
message since Sheldon says that Christmas is a bunch of baloney created by tinsel 
industry.  
Observation is also presented in the following example.  
Raj : Amy, I’m really sorry. I didn’t mean to upset you. 
Amy : It’s fine. I’m used to being the girl who never gets looked at twice. I 
didn’t have my first kiss till I was 22, and the guy only did it so I’d 
give him back his insulin. 
Bernadette: Sometimes the pancreas wants what the pancreas wants. 
(Datum 50) 
The dialogue reveals observation humor from Bernadette’s comment of Amy 
personal experience when they are in the club on the weekend. Her one-line comment 
appears in the serious moment when Amy is telling her bullying experience so that it 
triggers funny factors. Her quip commonly does not go like that because it is an idiom 
which usually sounds the heart wants what the heart wants. She relates the idiom to 
the biological term which surely needs observation first. She chooses term pancreas 
due the previous Amy’s anecdote which mentions about insulin so that it is related to 
an organ which is named as pancreas. 
Furthermore, another explanation of observation appears in the data is presented 
in the conversation below.  
Raj : Yeah, yeah, me, too. I didn’t do anything. 
Janine : Is that alcohol on your breath? 
Raj : Howard built a sex robot. 
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Howard : That is not true. All I did was build a robot. 
Janine : Did it have six breasts? 
Howard : I’m sorry, I’m a feminist, I don’t notice things like how many breasts 
a robot has. 
(Datum 77) 
Another conversation that shows observation humor happens in HRD office when the 
boys are in progress to be interrogated by Janine, the HRD woman. The boys blame 
each other and reveal each other’s secret in front of Janine. Raj suddenly reveals what 
Howard had done after Janine smell alcohol in his breath. Howard surely denies it, 
but Janine who already knew about what he had done lure him to tell the truth by 
mention detail what he had done.  
Howard directly refutes by giving an observation humor as explanation but 
definitely it creates humor since it happens in the intense situation. Moreover, his 
reason is so witty by saying he is a feminist so he did not notice how many breasts a 
robot has. That rare reason certainly is not usually said. His reason also comes from 
the previous question by Janine. It is interrelated contextually. 
g. Quote 
The speaker usually uses this type of humor which is taken from movie, novel or 
lyric of a song. The humorous effect achieve if the speaker and the hearers have 
interrelated knowledge and understanding of quote’s sense. This humor tightens the 
bonding between speaker and hearers according to the finding. In addition, the 
member who uses quote humor obtains grandly image since she/he can memorize and 
utter it. The one and only finding that reveals how this type employed in the data of 
The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 is described below. 
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Sheldon : Is anyone else troubled by the Spider-Man theme 
song? 
Leonard : Why would it trouble you? It’s, like, your third 
favorites cartoon theme song. 
Sheldon : It is, right behind do-do-do-do-do Inspector 
Gadget., and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
heroes in a half-shell. 
Howard and Raj (together) : Turtle power! 
 (Datum 1) 
This conversation is the opening conversation between the boys in the Leonard 
and Sheldon’s flat. Sheldon starts to talk about Spider-Man lyric which is actually 
bothering his mind although that song is his favorite theme song. Then, he explains 
about the part of the lyric that bothers him by singing the lyric. He sings the Spider-
Man theme and spontaneously the others complete the lyric while singing the theme 
song with Sheldon. 
h. Roleplay 
The act to imitate someone’s act or sound in order to create amusement is named 
as roleplay. As the finding datum, the form of roleplay is the common act when the 
speaker tries to be same with someone’s attitude and voice of special people. To 
describe detail of how roleplay humor employed in the The Big Bang Theory: Season 
6 is preformed in this conversation between Bernadette and Howard. 
Howard : But I have to go. We play as a group. If-if I’m not there, then 
everyone will blame you. They’ll be all, Bernadette ruined 
everything. She’s the worst. So, you see? I have to play Dungeons 
and Dragons for the marriage. 
Bernadette: You’re an idiot. 
Howard : I’m your idiot. Forever. 
(Datum 28) 
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Howard and Bernadette are in video call when they have that conversation about 
their activity on the weekend. Bernadette is mad at Howard because Howard chooses 
to play Dungeons and Dragons game on Saturday night with his friends in Leonard’s 
and Sheldon’s apartment. Howard tries hard to persuade Bernadette to give him 
permission to go there.  
Howard threats Bernadette if he does not join to the game, his best friends will 
blame her. He employs roleplay humor to persuade Bernadette. He copies the voice 
of his friends by showing the voice changing. He does mimicry of his friends by 
saying Bernadette ruined everything. She’s the worst. 
i. Self Deprecation 
This humor type is the opposite form of insult humor type. In this type, the 
speaker deliberately abuse toward oneself. The speaker makes him/herself as the butt 
of the conversation in purpose to attack the others in light way or even to defense 
him/her in the conversation. The findings data that explain this type of humor is 
performed below. 
Mr. Rostenkowski: That’s what you’re wearing? 
Howard : No good? The guy at the sporting goods store said these are 
what fishermen wear. 
Mr. Rostenkowski: Maybe in cartoons. 
Howard : Wish I had known that before I posted all those pictures on 
Facebook. 
(Datum 24) 
Mr. Rostenkowski, father in law of Howard is surprised by Howard costume to 
go to fishing. In his opinion, Howard wears excessive clothes that more like costume 
for a figure in the cartoons. He bought that clothes in sporting goods store and based 
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on suggestion of the shopkeeper because he does not know about fishing. In response 
to his father in law’s comment, he mumbles something about what has he done before 
he knows that his clothes are ridiculous.  
His mumbling is included to self deprecation because he tells embarrassing act 
about himself. He shares that he already posted all pictures while he is wearing the 
costume on his Facebook. This information definitely makes him looks stupid and 
ridiculous since he let the others know what he wears when he goes fishing which is 
unusual. 
Another example is shown in the following dialogue between Raj and Amy.  
Raj : Sometimes I get so lonely, I sit on my left hand until it goes numb, then I 
put it in my right hand and pretend I’m holding hands with another 
person. 
Amy : I do that, too. Sometimes the left hand tries to cop a feel. And I let it. 
Raj : It’s kind of nice to talk to someone who understands what it feels like to 
be alone. 
Amy : It is, isn’t it? 
(Datum 52) 
The conversation between Amy and Raj is taking place in the club after Raj back to 
their table. He is failed to get the girl that he has been talking with for awhile. He 
looks so sad and he comforts himself by sharing his past experience. Those 
experiences are quite embarrassing though. Unexpectedly, Amy also shares her 
experiences which are almost same with Raj. They both share about their bullying 
experiences during schools. They express detail how they become object bully of 
their friends. These experiences are heard by Penny and Bernadette. These actually 
make themselves as butt in the conversation because they embarrass and abuse 
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themselves. However, this form of humor and the topic could offend as well as attack 
the hearers who are whether in the past or in present time become a bully. 
j. Vulgarity 
When the speaker brings about the taboo topic such as sexual or toilet topic in 
light or teasing ways, he or she employs the vulgar humor.  The type involves other 
types such as insult, joke or wordplay. In this type, the speaker is bravely to break 
about classification topics that are considered to be taboo. However, this type is 
popular that brings a lot of laughs to the speaker as well as the hearers. 
The instance that is shown vulgar humor is described below. 
Sheldon : How can you sleep? I’m not done making you feel better. I still have 
to put a cold rag on your head, sing to you and apply VapoRub to 
your chest. 
Amy : You, you want to rub something on my chest? 
Sheldon : Yes. All over it. 
Amy : Maybe we should start with that. 
Sheldon : Now you’re being a responsible patient. Now, you may notice some 
tingling. 
Amy : Oh, I’m counting on it. 
(Datum 12) 
Sheldon takes care of Amy who is sick in Amy’s house. As Amy’s boyfriend, 
Sheldon tries his best to make Amy feels better. When Amy feels that Sheldon 
already done to take care of her, she ask permission to go to sleep. Surprisingly, 
Sheldon has not done to looking after her. He wants to apply VapoRub on her chest. 
Amy looks surprised when she heard it but impatient to do it. 
 Suddenly, the nuance changes and leads to vulgar humor because of Amy’s 
question, statement and expression that hint a sexual topic in this conversation. She 
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has been waiting this moment for a long time because she is Sheldon’s girlfriend but 
he never touch and treat her like Sheldon’s friends treat their women. Amy’s question 
and statement that implicitly have sexual humor are You, you want to rub something 
on my chest? and Maybe we should start with that. The last proof of vulgarity is in 
this conversation is when Sheldon states that she is now being a responsible patient 
and he warns her that she may notice some tingling then impatiently, she answers that 
she counting on it. 
The following datum also reveals how vulgar humor employed in the 
conversation among Amy, Bernadette and Penny in the club. 
Amy : So, what’s the plan? Are we gonna teach our fellas a lesson by 
getting stinking drunk, luring strange men into the bathroom, and 
turning the toilet stall into a temple of the senses? 
Bernadette: No! 
Penny : No! 
(Datum 34) 
The girls and Raj with has just arrived in the club. Amy feels exaggeratedly happy 
because she rarely comes to a club. When they just arrived, Amy expresses her 
question as well as idea about what they are going to do in the club. She has wild 
thought about what they should do in the club. She applies sexual topics that spark 
vulgar humor. She has idea to teach Raj by getting stinking drunk then they also get 
drunk so they can lure strange men into the bathroom, and turning the toilet stall into 
a temple of senses. 
Her friends of course disagree with her wild ides. She expresses the sexual topic 
by saying luring strange men and taking them into bathroom. Her dictions lead to 
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topic related to sexual. Additionally, she has thought that wants to turn the toilet stall 
into temple of sense. The dictions temple of sense make the sexual humor strongly 
brings to the surface of the topic. 
k. Wordplay 
The expression or utterance that involved the ambiguities, meaning and sounds 
of the words is called as wordplay. In the data found the wordplay and mostly related 
to the play of words whether it is indicated from meaning, sound of the word or the 
ambiguities.  
An instance of wordplay in the data is presented below.  
Howard  : How’s that dinner coming? 
Bernadette: I just put it in. It’s gonna be a while. 
Howard : I like rare chicken. Let’s do this. 
Bernadette: You could die. 
Howard : Death by chicken. That’s a pretty “fowl” way to go. 
(Datum 10) 
This conversation happens when Howard and Bernadette have dinner with 
Bernadette’s parents. Howard is in the living room with the one and only his father in 
law, Mr. Rostenkowski. He feels so awkward beside his father in law because in 
Howard opinion his father in law is a scary cop and does not like to have small talk or 
any chit chat. So, he checks the progress of their dinner menu which is cooked by 
Bernadette and her mother. Unfortunately, Bernadette just started to cook. Howards is 
getting nervous and uncomfortable after hearing that news which means it is still far 
way to be cooked so that, he should stays with his father in law in many hours to go  
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 He forces Bernadette to serve the dinner menu now but Bernadette replies that 
he could die by eating raw chicken. To relieve the intense situation between him and 
his father in law, he applies wordplay humor by saying Death by chicken. That’s a 
pretty “fowl” way to go. This is included as wordplay humor because in his utterance, 
word fowl refers to fault, so he modifies the word with homophony style. So, it has 
similarity in sound. 
 This following datum is also performed the wordplay type humor. 
Raj : Great. I bought her a couple of drinks, and she gave me her e-
mail address. 
Penny : Ooh! 
Bernadette :Jennifer at not-even-if-you-were-the-last-guy-on-earth dot loser. 
(Datum 41) 
Raj and the girls are in the club when this conversation happens. He goes back to 
their table after he talks to a girl in that club. He shows off that he already got her 
email after bought her some drinks. Then he gives a sheet of tissue that written an 
email address of that woman to Penny. Penny looks shocked after read the email 
address. Then Bernadette reads it out loud for Raj. She wrote Jennifer at not-even-if-
you-were-the-last-guy-on-earth dot loser. It is wordplay of an address email, in 
addition with the host of the email address which is said dot loser. So, that wordplay 
contains the element of insult humor that adds a sense of humor in it. 
 The last instance of wordplay employed in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 is 
in the following datum. 
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Sheldon : Now, there’s no need to get defensive. I’m not unsympathetic to 
your plight. My father used to say that a woman is like an egg 
salad sandwich on a warm Texas day. 
Alex : What? 
Sheldon : Full of eggs and only appealing for a short time. 
(Datum 64) 
Sheldon summon Alex, his assistant in his office to talk about Alex relationship with 
Leonard. He directly judges Alex by appropriate sentence even he employs idiom that 
offend Alex as a woman. He says that a woman is like and egg salad sandwich on a 
warm Texas day; full of eggs and only appealing for a short time. The idiom triggers 
surprising feelings and unusual choice of words, so that it creates humor by the 
hearer. That humor is called for wordplay humor because it employs metaphorical 
sentence. The metaphor can be seen through Sheldon’s description of an object in a 
literary way by referring to something that is considered to have similar 
characteristics to the women. 
2. Functions of Humor in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
a. To Express Superiority 
Humor has three functions based on Lynch (2002) which one of them is to 
express superiority. Each of humor function followed certain humor types. This 
function depicts the superiority in the society which presents the victims and 
perpetrator. Humor with this function helps someone to escape from a specific topic.  
Humor in the point of view of this function describes that humor can be used as a tool 
to attack someone so there is superior and inferior. However, the label of perpetrator 
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and victim are not always perpetrator for superior and victim for inferior because 
humor can be applied by the inferior to attack the superior in the light way and not 
really offended the other party.  
The detail explanation of the function of humor to express superiority is 
presented in the conversation below. 
Penny : Step one, worms. 
Howard : Ew! 
Penny : Okay, right there, ew is one of the things you’re not gonna want to 
say in front of your father-in-law. It’s right up there with icky and get 
it away. Now pick one up. 
(Datum 18) 
Penny gives order to the boys who want to learn about fishing especially Howard 
since he plans to go fishing with his father in law. Penny trains Howard in Leonard’s 
flat. She creates irony humor type to command Howard. She bravely cut the fish 
without disgusted that is contrast with Howard’s attitude. She firmly orders Howard 
to not say ew and warn him that the fish will be disgusted him. Then, in the end 
Howard is ordered to pick the fish up.  
The irony type of humor is entailed with the expressing superiority function. 
Penny shows her superiority implicitly by creating irony humor since what Penny has 
done should be done by the boys. Penny is actually the victim of this situation 
because she is looked down as the woman who acts like a man but then she could 
manipulate the humor as her weapon to counterattack the boys. She can govern 
Howard but covers with the ridiculous attitude of Howard that makes it humor. 
The next example of this function is described in the datum below. 
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Sheldon : Yeah, you and me both, sister. Now, please understand, I don’t hold 
you responsible for your behaviour because, see, from an 
evolutionary standpoint, you’re a slave to your desire to reproduce. 
But during the work day, when you feel possessed by amorous intent, 
may I suggest that you suppress it by leafing through this illustrated 
book of sexually transmitted diseases? Let’s see here. Oh, yes. Check 
out this oozy doozy. 
Alex : I have to go. 
Sheldon : So does this fellow, but he can’t without it burning like hot soup.   
(Datum 65) 
Sheldon tries to prevent Alex to get closer to Leonard because he already has a 
girlfriend. Then, he gives Alex suggestions in his ways. He chooses unusual words 
and dictions that lead to unpleasant feeling for Alex. It is offended Alex as a woman. 
The observation humor reveals in this conversation because Sheldon gives advices for 
Alex’s attitude and his ways and words. Then, the observational humor is followed 
with express superiority function. Sheldon as boss and Alex as assistant strengthen 
this humor function. He unwittingly marginalizes and suppresses Alex by his 
observational humor. His words makes Alex as a woman become in the lower 
position with you’re a slave to your desire to reproduce, But during the work day, 
when you feel possessed by amorous intent.  
b. To Relieve Tension 
Humor has a role to relieve tension when it is applied as a tool to lessen the 
tension in a conversation or in a situation. This humor can be decided from the humor 
type. It helps the speaker to heal the situation or the speaker’s feelings. Besides, based 
on the data, it is also to disguise from attack and accept resistance. Due to the 
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appearance of humor, the nuance in the conversation from intense to relax and it 
comforts all parties. 
The humor function of relieving tension is presented in the following example.  
Howard : Oh, you like to fish? 
Mr. Rostenkowski : Yes. 
Howard : Sure. I can hear it in your voice. 
Mrs. Rostenkowski : Oh, if he didn’t like it, he wouldn’t go. 
Howard : You know, I hadn’t thought of that. (To Bernadette, 
whispering) Help me. 
(Datum 14) 
The conversation between Howard and his parents in law is taking place in Howard’s 
and Bernadette’s house when they have dinner. Howard tries to decrease his 
nervousness by asking his father in law about his hobby, fishing. Unfortunately, Mr. 
Rostenkowski answers his question with short answer which is only yes. Actually, 
Howard becomes more confused and awkward of this situation. Then, he produces 
irony humor by stating that it can be heard from his voice. This irony humor is 
definitely to lessen his anxiety feeling in front of his father in law because of his 
strong and stiff image. Although he still feels awkward, at least he could a little bit 
comfort himself and creates his mother in law comment. 
 Another instance of how the relieving function is applied in the humor is 
described below. 
Howard : I’ve never even been fishing. This is gonna be a disaster. 
Raj : If you don’t want to look foolish doing something, you should 
practice. Do you know how many Beef Wellingtons I made by 
myself before I invited you guys over? I’ll give you a hint. You 
can see them here, here and here. 
(Datum 16) 
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The boys go back to Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat to talk about Howard’s plan on the 
weekend who will go fishing with his father in law. Howard is very panic because he 
cannot fish at all. He does not know about fishing, even. All of his friends also do not 
know about the fishing stuff. They are also nervous to hear this news. Howard is 
looking for any advice or suggestion for his problem now.  
 Spontaneously, Raj shares his own story that is in the form of anecdote. He 
intends to comfort Howard but his suggestion leads to the humor. Raj’s anecdote 
surely can relieve the tension among them because of Howard’s problem. It is 
included to the healing category of the relieving tension function of humor. 
A humor which aims to relieve tension is displayed in the datum below.  
Leonard : At least I know not to blab to a girl about somebody flirting with her 
boyfriend. 
Sheldon : Good to know. Yeah, a few more helpful hints like that, you may find 
yourself on the Council of Ladies. (Answering phone) Hello. I see. 
Uh, what time? Very well, then. Huh. That was the Human 
Resources Department at the university. Apparently, my assistant 
Alex has filed a complaint accusing me of inappropriate behaviour in 
the workplace. 
Leonard : Oh, my God, what did you do? 
Sheldon : Hmm, let me think. Nothing. I’m a delight 
(Datum 67) 
The debate between Leonard and Sheldon happens in their apartment. Leonard is mad 
at Sheldon because Sheldon tells about Alex to Penny, his girlfriend. In the middle of 
their argument, a call that is apparently from HRD appears on Leonard’s phone and it 
interrupts their debate. After talk to the HRD woman, Leonard yells and asks to 
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Sheldon for what has he done. Leonard shows his panic and suddenly the ambience is 
getting intense. Leonard waits the Sheldon’s response and answer worriedly.  
Unexpectedly, Sheldon declares proudly that there is nothing happens and he is a 
delight which is an ironical humor. The irony reveals a humor function which is to 
relieve tension. Sheldon’s irony immediately reduces the intense nuance between 
them from a tense moment before. Leonard who is at first panic becomes surprised 
and speechless because of that. At least, he cannot say anything then and relax for a 
moment. 
The following dialogue is another instance of humor function which is to relieve 
tension.  
Howard : Relax. Everything’s gonna be fine. Before I met Bernadette I was in 
here every other day. Uh, little tip, turn off your I Like Big Butts 
ringtone before you go in. 
(Datum 76) 
The boys except Sheldon already gather in front of HRD office. They are called by 
Janine, the HRD woman, based on Sheldon information about their infractions of the 
campus rules. They are all nervous, worry and panic during waiting for Janine. 
Howard who already has some experiences related to HRD tries to comfort them. He 
tells his personal experience when he was called by HRD team. His story is called as 
anecdote because it is surprising element in the end which is named as twist, besides 
it is his personal experience.  
 His anecdote functions as relieving tension ambience at that time. The after 
condition becomes better even only for a moment. They could be distracted by his 
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anecdote. They focus on Howard’s story and for awhile forget their anxiety of their 
problems with HRD. The anecdote could reduce the intense situation which is 
experienced by the hearers.  
c. To Interpret Incongruity 
Humor and its effect, laugh, could straightly appear from incoherent situation or 
incongruous topics. Therefore, to respond to the incoherent situation and topic, 
people tend to use humor. People usually get confused of what they should react to 
the moment that is suddenly happened and incongruous existed. It can be concluded 
that humor is one of the utilities to interpret incongruity by the speaker. However, this 
function strongly relates to context as well as background knowledge of the speaker 
and hearer. The hearer has already had certain expectation of a topic or event; 
nevertheless the fact turns into something meaningless or under their expectation. 
An instance of interpreting incongruity is displayed in the datum below.  
Leonard : Look at that, I built a fireplace with my own two hands. 
Penny : You’re so butch. 
Leonard : Aw, I got a little paper cut. 
Penny : Of course you did. Your hands are softer than veal. 
(Datum 27) 
Leonard and Penny are preparing a replica of a fireplace in the living room of 
Leonard’s flat. Leonard feels so proud of himself after building the replica of 
although actually it is a big help from Penny. He compliments himself by yelling 
happily that he built a fireplace with his own hands. Penny’s response of his 
statement is an irony that creates humor. The irony from Penny is to interpret the 
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incoherent topic brought by Leonard that suddenly happens. At first, they calmly 
build a replica of fireplace, but suddenly Leonard utters an incoherent topic moreover 
he brag how great he is to build a replica by himself. Therefore, the humor is for 
interpreting incongruity of the topic brought by Leonard.  
Accidentally, Leonard got paper cut on his finger. Seeing Leonard’s incident, 
Penny gives comment that spur humor and laughs. So the function of her humor is to 
interpret the sudden incident that is experienced by Leonard when in the beginning he 
is happy and arrogant about the previous moment. Penny who must have certain 
expectation after Leonard boast about him surely turns her hope into nothing because 
Leonard looks so fragile after he got paper cut.  
The description of the use of this function is presented below. 
Sheldon : Oh, where to begin? Trees indoors. Overuse of the words ’tis and 
’twas. And the absurd custom of one stocking. Everyone knows socks 
belong in pairs. Who uses one sock? 
Howard : Pirate with a peg leg? 
Sheldon : Actually that helps, thank you 
(Datum 31) 
Sheldon and Howard conversation happens when they are playing the Dungeons and 
Dragons. Sheldon expresses his dislike to Christmas which is ended with a question, 
but suddenly Howard spontaneously answers his question. Unexpectedly, Howard’s 
answer does not make Sheldon upset; in fact he feels that it helps his curiosity. This 
humor is included to question joke type because there is a question and a twist 
answer. The humor arises to interpret incongruity of Sheldon’s babble because he 
complains to something that should not be questioned. When Sheldon starts to 
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declare the reasons of his disagreement to Christmas, he must have an expectation 
that all of his friends will agree and cannot answer his question. However, 
spontaneously Howard breaks his expectation by answering his question. So, this 
humor appears because Howard responds to the current situation that causes humor 
and laugh. 
 Another description of this function is as follows.  
Raj : (pose while rolling his eyes like he talks to his friends with his 
eyes) 
Howard : You look like my little cousin when he’s dropping one in his 
diaper. 
(Datum 55) 
Raj, Leonard and Howard are still debating over Alex. Raj who dislikes the situation 
between Leonard and Alex believe that he is the one who gains Alex’s attention. In 
the middle of his statement, Howard interrupts by asking how he is able to gain 
Alex’s attention if he cannot talk to any women. Raj directly defense that he will talk 
to a woman by his eyes then he demonstrates the way of talking with his eyes by 
rolling his eyes like he talks to his friends with his eyes.  
 Howard insults him by comparing him with his little cousin when he is 
dropping his diaper. The insult humor appears in line with the function humor of 
interpreting incongruous moment which in this case is Raj’s ridiculous attitude. It is 
impossible thing that he is able to talk to a woman by that way. So, it is definitely 
beyond the hearer’s expectation. 
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3. American Social Issues in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 
a. Racial/Ethnicity Issue  
In The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 which has background setting in the USA, the 
characters are originated from several ethnic groups. It actually represents USA as a 
diverse country. These differences among several ethnic people or groups in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6 frequently ignite problems or dispute. The historical 
background and custom background affects their social relations in daily basis. Even 
those factors influence how they stereotype each other based on their races. Using 
humor, they can express their thoughts to each other regarding their respective races 
without offending any party or without being seen harshly. Based on the data in The 
Big Bang Theory: Season 6, every humor type carries the social issues that occur in 
the USA and some of them imply racial issue. The dialogue below reveals the 
racial/ethnicity issue. 
HR Woman : Well, according to Ms. Jensen, you said that she was a slave to 
her biological urges and called her an egg salad sandwich. I 
don’t even know what that means, but I’m gonna go ahead and 
tell you you can’t say it. 
Sheldon : Oh! I see the confusion here. No, no, Alex thought I was 
singling her out. No. I meant that all women are slaves to their 
biological urges, you know? Even you.  
You’re a slave. 
HR Woman : I’m a what? 
(Datum 69) 
  
Janine, the HRD woman, begins to relate the accusation on behalf of Sheldon in 
her office. The accusation comes from Alex because she feels offended by Sheldon’s 
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words in the last meeting. She firmly forbids Sheldon from saying inappropriate in 
the workplace just as what he did last time. Then, Sheldon defend against that 
accusation by detail explaining of what actually he meant about.  
Nonetheless, his defense worsens the circumstance at that time between him and 
Janine because he says at that moment he meant that all women are slaves to their 
biological urges including Janine who is also a slave. Accidentally, Janine is Afro-
America. The word, slave, emerges ambiguity that creates humorous effect for the 
hearer, so this sentence is wordplay humor. His purity when unintentionally saying 
that sentence adds amusement. In conjunction with the ambiguous word, racial issue 
appears in this conversation. It surely upsets Janine as a black woman in America 
because the word, slave, reminds the dark history of USA about slavery when the 
black people have to be slaves of white people. The word slave is very sensitive for 
black people in USA. As the result, a racial issue arises. 
An instance of humor that expresses ethnicity issue in The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6 is presented below.  
Sheldon : I don’t see why I’m the one being persecuted here. Dr. Hofstadter, 
he was bragging about his sexual desirability to anyone who 
would listen. You know, and Howard Wolowitz, he spent two 
years using university resources building a six-breasted sex robot. 
Oh, and at the office Christmas party, I heard Rajesh 
Koothrappali refer to you several times as Brown Sugar. 
HR Woman : (writing) Hofstadter… Wolowitz… and the last one was Rajesh 
Koothrappali? 
Sheldon : Yes. No, yeah, but in his defense, that wasn’t racist. He’s also 
brown. 
(Datum 72) 
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The conversation between Sheldon and HRD woman, Janine, is still going on in 
Janine room. Sheldon increasingly feels cornered by Janine so, he makes several 
excuses. He exposes the violations committed by his friends in the workplace. When 
he uncovers Raj’s infringement, he evokes wordplay humor which comes from the 
ambiguous word, Brown Sugar.  
It causes ethnic issue because Sheldon reports that Raj calls Janine several times 
as brown sugar. It offends the skin color by mentioning Janine as brown sugar. The 
issue of racial is reflected in the word brown sugar and the fact that Janine is an 
African-American. Moreover, Raj is from India who has brown skin color also. 
Therefore, Sheldon in hurry clarify to Janine that it does not mean to be racist 
because Raj is also brown. This sentence strengthens the racial issue in their 
conversation. 
b. Bullying Issue 
Bullying issue still becomes the main concern for American people because 
bullying is real and happening in their society. Bullying in the USA happens 
frequently in school stage so that, the effects of bullying are carried by the victims 
until they are grown up. Bullying happens in various forms, but bullying is most 
common in the form of words and physic. Description of bullying is reflected in the 
form of humor in certain dialogues among the characters of The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6. In the data, bullying issue appears in the humorous conversation performed 
by Amy and Raj. The instance is described below.  
Amy : Forget it. I don’t expect you guys to understand. 
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Raj : I understand. In seventh grade, I played Spin the Bottle and it landed 
on Alina Shankar. She said if I came near her, she would break the 
bottle and cut me. 
Amy : You think that’s bad? In college, I passed out at a frat party and woke 
up with more clothes on. 
(Datum 51) 
Amy and Raj have the conversation in the club when they all still hang out with 
Penny and Bernadette. Amy shares her feeling and story about her bad past. Penny 
and Bernadette look confused on how should the react to Amy’s confession. Seeing 
this situation, Amy feels sad and disappointed because her friends cannot feel her 
feelings too. Suddenly, Raj calms her down by sharing his feeling and bad story about 
his past. This story is called self deprecation because they both tell something bad 
about themselves. Since it is unusual and should not be told to the others, it creates 
humor for the hearers.  
Their self deprecation humor is followed by bullying issue because their 
confession about their bad past contains bullying actions. In Raj’s story, the bullying 
action is described by Alina Shankar’s threat to Raj. She said that she would break 
the bottle and cut Raj after Raj played Spin the Bottle and it landed on her. Alina’s 
reaction is included as offensive verbal bullying by threaten someone.  
Afterwards, Amy’s story also explains about the bullying action which had done 
by her friends. The bullying form in her story is physical and physiological forms. 
Physical form can be concluded from what Amy experienced after her wake up from 
unconsciousness at a frat party. She woke up with more clothes on. It means that her 
friends did a action by putting a lot of clothes on her and harming her instead of help 
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her. The physiological form is implied from the exclusion of the other students at that 
party so that, no one does not help her when she passed out. 
A bullying issue is also employed in the dialogue between Raj and Leonard as 
follows. 
Raj : How could you do that to me? You know I’ve been working it with 
Alex for weeks. 
Leonard : Working it? You can’t even talk to her. 
Raj : I talk with my eyes.  
(Datum 54) 
The boys are in the canteen and they have a debate about Alex and Leonard. Raj the 
one who strongly shows his disagreement over Alex’s attention to Leonard declares 
his comment about it. He says that he has been working to attract Alex’s attention for 
weeks. Leonard replies his statement with ironical question and Raj answers that 
although he cannot directly talk to her, he talks with his eyes. This conversation has 
irony humor because Raj states the act that is oppositely different with the reality. 
Leonard’s statement after he asks a rhetorical question to Raj is a verbal bullying 
because he offends Raj who cannot talk to a woman directly unless he has alcohol in 
his body system. His statement attacks Raj and makes Raj the butt of the 
conversation. 
c. Gender Issue  
The Americans’ stereotype of gender cannot be denied because gender 
discrimination happens in the USA. Women are the party that receive injustice of 
system and treatment. They are frequently belittled by men even they are seen as 
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objects only. Their role in the society is not really considered as important. This issue 
is presented in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 through several dialogues of the 
characters. To reveal how bullying issue is performed in dialogues by the characters 
in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, each of the 3 data discovered is presented. 
Raj: You got this, buddy. 
Leonard: Yeah, come on, Howard . Hook that worm. 
Raj: You can do it. 
Penny: That’s great. Cheerleading, way to man things up. 
(Datum 19) 
In Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat, Howard learns how to fish with Penny since he 
and all of his friends cannot do fishing stuffs. Ironically, Penny is the one who 
teaching them and she knows well how to fish because when she was child she often 
goes fishing with her parents. When she teaches Howard to put the bait, a worm, into 
the hook, the other boys give Howard support so that, he does not feel disgusted and 
he can do that by himself. Penny responds ironically to the boys. She comments that 
the boys do a great thing by cheerleading which is the way to man things up. This 
sentence is totally an irony with a sarcastic element because it is followed with a 
bitter and sharp comment.  
The sarcasm has gender issue in it. However, in this scene, the gender issue is 
performed unusually because a woman who is considered as the weak party can show 
her power too. Through humor the gender issue is being criticized in a light way and 
it is performed as ironical way. It is because first, Penny who is a woman teach 
Howard about fishing stuffs which commonly known for a men. Second, her 
sentence, Cheerleading, way to man things up, is totally opposite to the reality 
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because cheerleading is identical to women stuff. Last, in this conversation, the 
stereotype of gender can be played oppositely to offend the hearers who have strict 
gender stereotype. 
The following conversation is the second example of how bullying issue is 
employed in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. 
Raj : Okay. Well, a couple of things. Don’t tell them I come from money. 
I want them to love me for me. They must be insanely hot. Like, 
nines or tens. 
Penny : Nines or tens? 
Raj : Okay, an eight is acceptable if she’s willing to bring another eight 
to the hot tub. 
Bernadette : Bottom line, you’ll take any woman who’ll have you, right? 
Raj : In a New Delhi minute 
(Datum 35) 
Penny, Bernadette and Amy help Raj to close with a girl in the club. However, Raj 
suddenly starts to give terms and conditions for the girl who will get close to him. He 
boasts that he comes from money and commands Penny and Bernadette to not tell 
that to the girl because he wants her to love him for him. Besides, he gives conditions 
that the girl must be pretty and hot even he value the girls in the range score nine or 
ten. An eight girl is acceptable if that girl bring another girl also to acquaint the other 
girl with Raj. His fantasy creates humor effect to the hearer because it is impossible. 
The gender issue emerges from Raj’s statement that he wants a girl who loves 
him for him not for his money. He judges a girl who wants to get close to him 
because of his money. It means that women are still judged to look for a man with 
much money.  Next, the gender issue also comes from Raj who scores a girl by 
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saying They must be insanely hot. Like, nines or tens. It means that in his point of 
view, women are objects that can be valued.  
This last instance is also a conversation containing bullying issue done by 
Sheldon. 
Sheldon : Now, there’s no need to get defensive. I’m not unsympathetic to your 
plight. My father used to say that a woman is like an egg salad 
sandwich on a warm Texas day. 
Alex : What? 
Sheldon : Full of eggs and only appealing for a short time.  
(Datum 64) 
Sheldon has an urgent meeting with Alex in his office because he wants to talk to 
Alex about his feeling toward Leonard. Since this is the first experience for him to 
talk to his assistant about a matter outside office matter, he conveys the problem to 
Alex in unusual ways even it tends to be inappropriate. He employs comparison and 
presupposition that are categorized as wordplay humor.  
Gender issue appears from wordplay that is employed by Sheldon. The 
stereotype of the presence of women in society is transmitted from generation to 
generation. The wordplay humor exposes the reality that the role of women is 
underestimated by equating women to an egg sandwich which is appealing for a short 
time. It proves that a woman is considered as a complementary for short time in 
man’s life and he is free to looking for another one after he feels bored. 
d. Religion Issue 
Religion is one of the sensitive issues in the USA because religion can cause a 
bitter feud even a war between individuals. The believers among variant religions in 
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the USA do not always get along well because of rumor and hoax that are created by 
other parties. In the USA society, religion issue often becomes hot topic either in a 
good way or a bad way. Those are demonstrated in the conversations in The Big Bang 
Theory: Season 6.  
An example of religion issue taken from the data collected is described as 
follows.  
Raj : Can we change the subject? Spiders give me the jeebie-jeebies. 
Howard : It’s heebie-jeebies. 
Raj : I know, but that sounds anti-Semitic. 
(Datum 5) 
Raj and Howard have conversation in Leonard’s and Sheldon’s apartment. Raj 
requests to their friends to change the topic conversation from spiders. Since he is 
afraid of spiders, he expresses his feeling by employing wordplay humor from the 
word jeebie-jeebies. Howard corrects Raj’s word because Raj modifies the right word 
which is actually heebie-jeebies. The words heebie-jeebies are related to express an 
anxiety of something. Furthermore, Raj comments to Howards’s correction; he does 
not want say the correct word because he thinks it sounds anti-Semitic. It surprises 
Howard because Howard is a Jewish. So, a simple topic can be related to religion and 
it can offend certain party.  
Religion issue is also presented in the following example.  
Howard  : Okay, dig in. 
Mr. Rostenkowski : Hold up. Bless us, O Lord for these Thy gifts which we 
are about to receive from Thy bounty through Christ our 
Lord. Amen. 
Howard  : Took the words right out of my mouth. 
(Datum 13) 
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Howard and Bernadette have dinner with Bernadette’s parents in their house. They 
are all ready in the dining room since finally, the foods are already served. Howard 
who is impatient to eat the foods asks the others to start eating. He says it in a casual 
way while he already holds the cutlery and ready to put the food in his mouth. 
Suddenly, Mr. Rostenkowski stops him from eating the foods after that, he leads the 
others to pray before having the dinner.  
Howard follows the pray session but after that he feels so awkward. Then he 
spontaneously says an observational comment: took the words right out of my mouth. 
He gives that comment based on the previous event. Moreover, his comment presents 
that it is a serious moment. This frame defines that a habit in a religion still remains 
in the USA society even in the daily activity. The other party should tolerate that. 
e. Other Issues 
Based on the findings, not all types of humor reflect racial or ethnicity, bullying, 
gender stereotype and religion issues, but also other issues although those issues are 
not as major as the four issues before. The other issues that appear in the data can be 
a topic which is light and even not important. Therefore, there is one additional 
category of issue that can be called as other issues. 
The dialogue below is a humor which contains an other issue which is about 
music, in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6. 
Sheldon: Ye who now will bless the poor, shall yourselves find blessing. Ba-da-
bum. 
Howard: Done? 
Sheldon: I think the word you’re looking for is bravo  
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(Datum 42) 
The boys are playing the Dungeons and Dragons game in the living room of 
Leonard’s and Sheldon’s flat. At that moment, Sheldon has to sing a Christmas song 
to continue and win the game. Unexpectedly, he sings the full version of the song. It 
takes a long time to hear his song thus, the others look bored. When finally Sheldon 
finishes his song, Howard satirizes him by saying done? The funny thing is Sheldon 
does not have any guilty feeling even he gives observational comment by saying to 
Howard that the word that Howard is looking for is bravo.  
The topic of this conversation is about Christmas song that has been sung by 
Sheldon. The big issue of this conversation is music. It is a very common as well as 
favorite issue in all over the world including in the USA because music has neutral 
and general discussion so, this topic can be discussed by all circles.  
The datum below also presents dialogue in which Sheldon performs an other 
issue of other people’s business. 
Sheldon : Ladies, ladies, please. We’re not here to talk about Penny, okay? 
We’re here to talk about me. Uh, I mean Einstein Von Brainstorm. 
Oh, darn it! All right, I guess the cat’s out of the bag. Let me 
explain what’s going on. Ricardo is really Leonard. 
(Datum 61) 
Sheldon invites Penny, Bernadette and Amy in Bernadette’s house. He intends to ask 
their suggestions about the problem of Alex and Leonard. He covers Alex’s name and 
Leonard’s name to hide their problem from Penny who is Leonard’s girlfriend. The 
way Sheldon explain is funny because he actually gives clear description about Alex 
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and Leonard even though the girls already know, Sheldon still cover them. Then, 
finally he reveals the truth that the characters that he has been covered are himself, 
Leonard and Alex.  
This irony creates amusement effect to the hearer. The humor in Sheldon 
statement has topic about other’s people problem or other people’s business. It is such 
a common topic in society when a group talks about other people’s matter. It becomes 
a hot issue if the other’s matter is worse matter. Therefore, this issue can be a good 
way or a bad way because it may stirs negative effects. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, there are 
several conclusions provided below. 
1. In the conjunction with the first objective of this research that is to identify 
the types of humor which occur among the characters in The Big Bang Theory: 
Season 6, all humor types are deployed by the characters in the sitcom. The eleven 
types of humor are anecdote, fantasy insult, irony, joke, observation, quote, 
roleplay, self deprecation, vulgarity, and wordplay. All of the types are well 
performed by the characters to evoke the humorous event in the frame, so that 
every humorous conversation and scene is not boring and monotonous for the 
hearer. 
2. Furthermore, in relation to the second objective of this research which is to 
describe the functions of humor contents which are employed by the characters in 
The Big Bang Theory: Season 6, all functions are completely discovered. There 
are three functions of humor types in this sitcom; they are to express superiority, 
too relieve tension, and to interpret incongruity. The first function which is to 
express superiority is used to help someone to escape from a certain topic and to 
attack somebody in the light way without offends the hearers. The second 
function, to relieve tension is applied by the characters to reduce the intense 
situation which makes the hearer panic or serious so it can be a healing method for 
a certain circumstance. Besides, this function can be employed as a disguise from 
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attack and accept resistance. The last function that is to interpret incongruity is 
utilized as a response to an incoherent event or topic that suddenly happened. 
3. The last objective of this research is to reveal the American social issues 
which are revealed through humorous discourses among the characters in The Big 
Bang Theory: Season 6. There are four big issues which are uncovered in this 
sitcom based on the previous findings. There are racial or ethnicity issues, 
bullying, gender and religion issues. In addition, the are several issues or topics 
which are also discovered in this research such as music, food, fishing, other 
people business and matter, problem with the HRD office, small talk, and 
excitement of the characters which are categorized as other issues. Therefore, it 
can be concluded that The Big Bang Theory: Season 6 contains not only four big 
major of social issues, but also the other topic or issues which are only small talk 
in order for entertaining only. 
B. Suggestions 
Several suggestions are presented below based on the previous conclusions. 
1. To students of linguistics 
Humor has a wide coverage so it is an interesting phenomenon within 
linguistics study. Therefore, conducting a research about humor can be another 
alternative. When conducting a research of humor, students can focus on the 
functions of humor which means the speaker actually has an implicit purpose for 
the hearer behind his or her humor which is employed in the conversation.  
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2. To English lecturers 
Humor is often found in the daily life. It is even an element that must appear 
in daily conversation. However, humor is rarely discussed thoroughly in the class. 
Therefore, it is better to show clearly how humor appears by watching sitcom. It is 
because they can portray the detail application of humor, so that students find an 
interesting way to study humor. 
3. To other researchers 
Various approaches can be engaged to analyze humor. This research utilizes 
pragmatic approach to answer the objectives. Other researchers who are 
interesting to take humor as the main topic of a research can employ other 
approaches to expose any different aspects of humor. Moreover, other researchers 
can also relate humor with a certain culture and social setting.  
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Appendix A. Types, Functions of Humor and American Social issues in The Big Bang Theory: Season 6
Notes:
A : Anecdote Q : Quote RT : To Relieve Tension              OT : Other
F : Fantasy R : Roleplay II : To interpret incongruity
IN : Insult SD : Self Deprecation RA : Racial/Ethnicity Issue
IR : Irony V : Vulgarity B : Bullying Issue
J : Joke W : Wordplay G : Gender Issue
O : Observation ES : To Express Superiority RE : Religion Issue
No Dialogues Functions of Humor American Social
Issues
Explanations
F IN J O Q R SD E
S
  RT II  RA B G  RE  OT
1. Sheldon:  Is  anyone else troubled by
the Spider-Man theme song?
Leonard: Why would it trouble you?
It’s, like, your third favourite cartoon
theme song.
Sheldon: It is, right behind do-do-do-
do-do  Inspector  Gadget.,  and
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, heroes
in a half-shell.
Howard  and Raj (together):  Turtle
power!
√ √ √ Sheldon,  Leonard,  Howard  and  Raj  gather  in  Leonard’s
apartment while playing a game. Suddenly, Sheldon brings
up an issue about Spiderman theme song. Since the song is
one of his favorite theme songs, he automatically sings the
song that makes the others smile and sing along the song.
The humor which is performed by Sheldon and friend can
be categorized as quote because Sheldon quotes the theme
song  from  a  movie  moreover  the  others  have  the  same
knowledge about the song. Sheldon’s intention to perform
the  humor  is  to  relieve  the  tension  when  they  play  the
game. 
2 Sheldon:  However,  the  Spider-Man
lyrics posit that Spider-Man, Spider-
Man does whatever a spider can.
Howard : Yeah, so?
Sheldon:  I can think of many things
Spider-Man  can’t  do  that  a  spider
can. One, crawl in your ear and die.
Two, legally leave Guatemala without
a  passport.  Three,  have  sex  with  a
spider.
√ √ √ After  singing  Spiderman  theme  song,  Sheldon  suddenly
shares  his  eccentric  thoughts  of  Spiderman  song’s  lyric.
From the whole conversation between Sheldon and Howard
can  be  identified  as  a  joke  because  Sheldon  opens  the
conversation by a confusing statement of Spiderman theme
song lyric, thus it tends to make the listener questioning the
meaning behind the statement as Howard’s reaction,  Yeah,
so?.  Afterwards,  Sheldon  shares  the  explanations  which
resemble punchline in the end of the conversation. The type
of humor that is triggered by Sheldon is merely to interpret
incongruity of the lyric compared to reality. 
3 Sheldon:  However,  the  Spider-Man
lyrics  posit  that Spider-Man, Spider-
Man does whatever a spider can.
Howard : Yeah, so?
Sheldon:  I can think of many things
Spider-Man  can’t  do  that  a  spider
can. One, crawl in your ear and die.
Two, legally leave Guatemala without
√ √ Sheldon’s  explanation  of  Spiderman’s  theme  song  lyric
indicates  ironical  humor  because  he  explains  the
comparison  of  the  reality  and  the  lyric  detail.  It  is  all
different with the reality, but the lyrics describe as if it was
true and real. So it is included to the irony. The function is
to interpret the incongruity of the incompatibility between
reality  and  lyric.  In  this  conversation,  Sheldon  basically
talks about the lyric of Spider-Man theme song. However,
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a  passport.  Three,  have  sex  with  a
spider.
he  mentions  other  minor  issues  that  are  included  in  the
lyric. They are spider’s act, rule and law.
4 Sheldon:  However,  the  Spider-Man
lyrics  posit  that Spider-Man, Spider-
Man does whatever a spider can.
Howard : Yeah, so?
Sheldon: I can think of many things
Spider-Man can’t do that a spider can.
One, crawl in your ear and die. Two,
legally  leave  Guatemala  without  a
passport.  Three,  have  sex  with  a
spider.
√ √ Vulgarity  humor  can  be  seen  through  Sheldon’s  last
comment which is  Three, have sex with a spider. Sheldon
involves sex humor in his comment that makes vulgarity
appears.  That  type  is  for  interpreting  incongruity  of
discrepancy between reality and lyric, since spider in the
movie  is  symbolized  as  a  man  who  has  the  power  like
spider but Sheldon compares it with spider in the real life.
Sheldon basically talks about the lyric of Spider-Man theme
song.  However,  he  mentions  other  minor  issues  that  are
included in the lyric. They are spider’s act, rule and law.
5 Raj:  Can  we  change  the  subject?
Spiders give me the jeebie-jeebies.
Howard : It’s heebie-jeebies.
Raj:  I  know,  but  that  sounds  anti-
Semitic. 
√ √ Raj  avoids  talking  about  the  current  topic  because  it  is
uncomfortable  to  him by saying  an  idiom word  “jeebie-
jeebies” This humor is worldplay type since Raj modifies
the  right  word  which  is  actually  heebie-jeebies.  Then,
Howard immediately fixes the word since it is related to the
Semitic word. Thus, the wordplay is to relieve Raj’s tension
since he feels uncomfortable with the current topic. So, the
humor helps him to distract both the topic and his anxiety.
Raj comment to Howard’s correction emerges the religion
issue  because  he said  that  the  words  sound anti=Semitic
and Howard is Jewish. So, it offends Howard because Raj
relates  that  word  to  a  certain  belief  and  accidentally  it
Howard’s faith.
6 Raj:  What  about  you,  Sheldon?  Do
you have any plans tonight?
Sheldon: Sadly, yes. Amy’s taking me
to a memorial service. It’s for one of
her  colleagues  who  is  of  Asian
descent,  so  my  planned
conversational gambit is to casually
remark that no matter how deep they
dig  his  grave,  he’ll  never  make  his
√ √ √ Sheldon  answers  Raj’s  question  by  telling  detail  his
upcoming  agenda.  He  accompanies  Amy to  a  memorial
service  for  one  of  Amy’s  colleagues  who  is  of  Asian
descent. Sheldon narrates his strange plans to brighter the
situation.  In  the  beginning  it  sounds  fine  but  in  the  end
there is a punchline which is no matter how deep they dig
his grave, he’ll never make his way back to China.It gives
surprising effect  and  it  is  included to  the narrative  joke.
Sheldon’s joke actually gives an idea about the function of
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way back to China.
Leonard:  That  should  lighten  the
mood.
Sheldon:  What  can I  say?  I  put  the
fun in funeral.
humor  as  expressing  superiority  since  he  distinguishes
certain  racial  and  shows  his  confidence  and  power  to
change the current situation. His explanation points racial
issue in USA society. It is seen through the punchline;  no
matter how deep they dig his grave, he’ll never make his
way back to China. The stereotype of Asian descent who is
hard worker can be seen through the punchline.  
7 Raj:  What  about  you,  Sheldon?  Do
you have any plans tonight?
Sheldon:  Sadly,  yes.  Amy’s  taking
me to a memorial service. It’s for one
of  her  colleagues  who  is  of  Asian
descent,  so  my  planned
conversational  gambit  is  to  casually
remark that no matter how deep they
dig  his  grave,  he’ll  never  make  his
way back to China.
Leonard:  That  should  lighten  the
mood.
Sheldon:  What  can I  say?  I  put  the
fun in funeral.
√ √ Irony type of humor emerges from Sheldon and Leonard’s
conversation which is about memorial service and funeral
topic  of  Amy’s  colleague.  Leonard  implies  the  opposite
meaning  of  what  he  actually  said  before.  It  is  because
Leonard  without  any  doubt  can  predict  that  Sheldon’s
planning does not work, however he says in the light way
which involves irony of humor to Sheldon.  The irony of
humor shows the function of humor to interpret incongruity
of  Sheldon  utterance.  The  memorial  service  and  funeral
should  be  identical  to  sad  and  serious  situation  but
Sheldon’s conversational gambit has contrast sense which
is unusual for funeral. Moreover it can be offended some
parties.
8 Raj:  What  about  you,  Sheldon?  Do
you have any plans tonight?
Sheldon:  Sadly,  yes.  Amy’s  taking
me to a memorial service. It’s for one
of  her  colleagues  who  is  of  Asian
descent,  so  my  planned
conversational  gambit  is  to  casually
remark that no matter how deep they
dig  his  grave,  he’ll  never  make  his
way back to China.
Leonard:  That  should  lighten  the
mood.
Sheldon:  What can I say? I put the
fun in funeral.
√ √ The issue of memorial service and funeral of Amy’s friend
still  lead  to  the  humorous  talk.  Surprisingly,  Leonard’s
ironical  comment  about  Sheldon’s  idea of  conversational
gambit  drives  Sheldon  to  create  another  type  of  humor
which is wordplay humor. He says I put the fun in funeral;
in  this  utterance,  Sheldon  separates  the  word  fun  into
another  meaning so,  it  is  also called as  pun since it  has
multiple meaning aside from its basic meaning. Therefore,
this  humor  can  relieve  tension  of  the  ambience  due  to
Leonard’s ironical statement that ought to offend Sheldon
but unexpectedly it was not. 
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9 Howard : How’s that dinner coming?
Bernadette: I just put it in. It’s gonna
be a while.
Howard : I like rare chicken. Let’s do
this.
Bernadette: You could die.
Howard : Death by chicken. That’s a
pretty “fowl” way to go.
√ √ Howard has a dinner with Bernadette’s family for the first
time. He is really nervous and he actually does not want to
be left alone with his father-in-law. This issue really bothers
him and it usually happens to son-in-law in every family
especially if it is his first family dinner just like Howard.
So, he asks Bernadette about the meal and he gives an irony
answer by saying that he likes rare chicken which it is not
possible. The type of humor definitely is to relieve tension
of Howard himself among the family.
10 Howard : How’s that dinner coming?
Bernadette: I just put it in. It’s gonna
be a while.
Howard : I like rare chicken. Let’s do
this.
Bernadette: You could die.
Howard : Death by chicken. That’s a
pretty “fowl” way to go.
√ √ First  dinner with Bernadette’s family still  makes Howard
nervous  although  he  tries  his  best  to  be  relaxed  by
chattering away to Bernadette’s family. Bernadette responds
to his husband’s babbling with sharp and bitter comment.
Spontaneously,  Howard responds it  with wordplay humor
by saying That’s a pretty “fowl” way to go. That’s a pretty
“fowl” way to go. In his utterance, word fowl refers to fault,
so he modifies the word with homophony style. This kind
of humor used by Howard to relieve the intense ambience
among them since he still feels awkward.
11 Howard: So, Mrs. Rostenkowski, you
took that trip to the Grand Canyon.
How was it?
Mrs. Rostenkowski: It was good.
Howard :  Had no idea you were the
chatty one
√ √ Howard tries to break the ice by asking about another topic
to his  mother-in-law since he feels  that  his  father-in-law
does not give a good response. However, mother-in-law’s
response is no better than the response of father-in-law even
though  it  contains  more  words.  Therefore  Howard
comment’s  expresses  irony humor.  It  is  for  relieving the
tension between Howard and hid mother-in-law.
12 Sheldon: How can you sleep? I’m not
done  making  you  feel  better.  I  still
have to put a cold rag on your head,
sing  to  you  and  apply  VapoRub  to
your chest.
Amy: You, you want to rub something
√ √ Amy has a bad condition because of cold, so Sheldon wants
to  take  care  of  her  by  giving  her  cold  rag  and  apply
VaporRub  on  Amy’s  chest.  Amy feels  so  interested  and
happy since Sheldon is not like other normal boyfriends. He
is very strict, but now suddenly he wants to put VapoRub
on Amy’s chest. That act is quite intimate as a man touch a
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on my chest?
Sheldon: Yes. All over it.
Amy:  Maybe  we  should  start  with
that.
Sheldon:  Now  you’re  being  a
responsible  patient.  Now,  you  may
notice some tingling.
Amy: Oh, I’m counting on it.
part body of a woman. Moreover, Amy looks so happy and
impatient  to  be  touched  by  Sheldon.  So,  it  makes  the
vulgarity humor for the spectators. This humor arises due to
the  interpretation  of  incongruity  of  irrational  as  well  as
incoherent  moment  when  suddenly  Sheldon  unusually
wants to touch Amy’s body. 
13 Howard : Okay, dig in.
Mr.  Rostenkowski:  Hold  up.  Bless
us, O Lord for these Thy gifts which
we  are  about  to  receive  from  Thy
bounty  through  Christ  our  Lord.
Amen.
Howard : Took the words right out of
my mouth.
√ √ √ Finally, the dish is on the table. Howard, without hesitate,
begins  to  eat  and  say  Okay,  dig  in but  suddenly  Mr.
Rostenkowski stops him to lead a prayer. It is showed that
family’s habit related to a religion still remains well in USA
society.  So  that,  Howard  spontaneously  produces
observation  by  saying  Took  the  words  right  out  of  my
mouth. He produces a witty comment after observing his
own silly event to relieve the tension because he felt guilty
about what he had just done.
14 Howard : Oh, you like to fish?
Mr. Rostenkowski: Yes.
Howard :  Sure. I can hear it in your
voice.
Mrs. Rostenkowski: Oh, if he didn’t
like it, he wouldn’t go.
Howard : You know, I hadn’t thought
of  that. (To  Bernadette,
whispering) Help me.
√ √ Back to Howard’s problem with Bernadette’s family scene
which in this case shows Howard tries to break the ice by
opening a topic of discussion about fishing. Unfortunately
Bernadette’s father gives a short and simple response  Yes
that  causes  Howard  says  irony  statement  entailed  with
sarcasm thus it arises an irony humor with sarcasm form in
it.  The  function  of  humor  is  still  to  reduce  the  tension
between  Howard  and  Mr.  Rostenkowski  because  of  his
strong and stiff image. 
15 Howard : Oh, you like to fish?
Mr. Rostenkowski: Yes.
Howard : Sure. I can hear it in your
voice.
Mrs. Rostenkowski:  Oh, if he didn’t
like it, he wouldn’t go.
Howard : You know, I hadn’t thought
of  that. (To  Bernadette,
whispering) Help me.
√ √ √ The  moment  after  Howard  produced  ironical  humor;
suddenly  Mrs.  Rostenkowski  comments  something
unpredictable which is surprising. It brings an observation
humor to the surface from the sentence Oh, if he didn’t like
it,  he  wouldn’t  go. This  comment  is  included  to  the
observation type because Mrs. Rostenkowski is making a
witty  observation  from  Howard’s  response  and  her
comment  usually  goes  unsaid.  It  makes  the  listeners
surprised and at the same time creates fun effect. This type
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of humor  used  by Mrs.  Rostenkowski  is  for  interpreting
incongruity from the previous statement because from her
point of view, Howard’s comment is meaningless because
she  already  had  an  expectation  about  Howard  and  Mr.
Rostenkowski  conversation.  Therefore,  sudden  change  of
high  expectation  into  meaningless  event  creates
incongruity.
16 Howard :  I’ve  never  even  been
fishing. This is gonna be a disaster.
Raj: If you don’t want to look foolish
doing  something,  you  should
practice.  Do  you  know  how  many
Beef  Wellingtons  I  made  by  myself
before  I  invited  you  guys  over?  I’ll
give  you  a  hint.  You  can  see  them
here, here and here.
√ √ Howard reports  to  their  friends about his experience last
day. Now, he has a new problem about going fishing with
his father-in-law.  So,  he asks suggestion about fishing to
their friends. Raj suggest about practicing fishing while he
shares his experience yet in the end of his story he tells a
twist  sentence  which  is  Do  you  know  how  many  Beef
Wellingtons  I  made  by  myself  before  I  invited  you  guys
over? I’ll give you a hint. You can see them here, here and
here. He says here as pointing his both of thigh and chest.
So,  Raj’s  act  included  to  anecdote  type  of  humor.  His
humor purpose is for relieving tension of Howard because
he is too nervous to face his father-in-law.  
17 Howard :  Do  either  of  you  guys
know how to fish?
Leonard: No.
Raj: No. But if you catch anything, I
know  how  to  steam  it  in  banana
leaves.
Howard :  Come on,  we  must  know
somebody who can do manly stuff like
this.
Scene: Penny’s apartment.
Penny: S’up?
√ √ Howard still  put  some hopes in  his  friends to teach him
how to fish but  unfortunately his  friends can do nothing
related  to  that  stuff.  Then,  irony  humor  happens  when
Howard intentionally utters  that  they need someone who
can do manly stuff, suddenly they are already in front of
Penny’s  flat  and  Penny manly  answers  their  bells  while
eating a sandwich.  She answers with men language style
which commonly says S’up? Function of this humor type is
to interpret incongruity of the unpredictable and incoherent
situation when Howard and friends are looking for someone
who can do manly stuff and suddenly it is Penny with her
manly  style.  Therefore  it  demonstrates  the  gender  social
issue because sometimes a woman will not always consider
as a graceful woman for their attitude which resembles a
man. 
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18 Penny: Step one, worms.
Howard : Ew!
Penny: Okay, right there, ew is one of
the things you’re not gonna want to
say in front of your father-in-law. It’s
right  up  there  with  icky  and  get  it
away. Now pick one up.
√ √ Penny directs Howard to follow the fishing procedures. The
first  step  has  just  been  described,  yet  Howard  has  felt
disgusted.  Then  Penny replies  curtly  to  Howard’s  gripe.
This is an irony situation where suppose Howard has to be
more manly and courageous instead of Penny. Additionally,
Penny even teaches Howard to do manly stuff. This humor
is to express the superiority of Penny who is originally a
victim becomes the subject.  She can govern Howard but
covers with the ridiculous attitude of Howard that makes it
humor. As a result, the gender issue in USA appears more
clearly.
19 Raj: You got this, buddy.
Leonard: Yeah, come on, Howard . 
Hook that worm.
Raj: You can do it.
Penny: That’s great. Cheerleading, 
way to man things up.
√ √ Raj and Leonard as Howard’s friend support their friend yet
their way to do that is unusual and quirky. The way they to
do that is effeminate in other words they look like cheering
to  Howard.  Meanwhile,  Penny who  is  a  woman  teaches
Howard  strictly.  Therefore,  this  condition  shows  ironic
humor which tends to release tension for Howard who will
do fishing stuff for the first time. Additionally,  it exposes
the gender issue in USA. 
20 Bernadette:  So  you’ve  just  been
lying to him?
Amy:  See  the  stuff  in  my  nose?
Rubber cement.
Bernadette: I don’t mean to be judgy,
but this is the kind of thing lunatics
do.
√ √ √ Bernadette comes over to look Amy’s condition since she
has a cold. However, Amy reveals that she has got better
yet she lied to Sheldon. It gives Bernadette a quite shock.
Then an insult humor happens from Bernadette’s sentence.
She insults Amy’s deed as  the kind of thing lunatics  do.
This humor is to interpret incongruity from what Amy has
done. A lie is always a hot issue in a society moreover the
reason behind it. 
21 Penny:  Now,  let’s  assume,  by  some
miracle,  you  actually  catch  a  fish.
You’re going to have to know how to
gut it.  So, what you’re going to do is
you’re going to take your knife, slice
him right up the belly. (Howard  gags)
You want me to stop?
Howard: No, I’m fine. Keep going.
√ √ √ Penny starts to demonstrate how to handle a fish. Opening
sentence that is used by Penny to open the lesson contains
insult humor. She insults the boys by saying  let’s assume,
by some miracle. It sounds so pessimistic and impossible to
happen.  It  surely  put  the  boys  down.  The  humor  is  for
interpreting unusual event  which is the boys can catch a
fish. That event looks like not going to happen based on
their  everyday life.  The boys are  not  familiar  to  outdoor
7
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activities. So,  it  is  a sudden change from boys’ everyday
life to the current situation. Penny’s insult reflects gender
issue since Penny can do manly stuff instead of them so that
Penny can easily put them down.
22 Amy:  Are  you  saying  you  want  to
spank me?
Sheldon: I don’t want to. But it looks
like you left me no choice.
Amy:  That’s  true.  I’ve  been  a  very
bad girl.
√ √ Sheldon knows about Amy’s lie. So, he is so upset about
that. A lie comes with a consequence. He decides to punish
Amy  in  an  old  way.  Amy  is  strangely  happy  with  this
punishment because Sheldon will spank her which means
Sheldon will touch Amy’s butt. It evokes vulgarity because
Amy looks enthusiast and happy when Sheldon will touch
her butt because commonly it is inappropriate when a man
touch  woman’s  butt.  The function  of  these humors  is  to
interpret incongruity of Sheldon’s decision which is rarely
done by people and if it is done, it generally will be done by
adult to children. 
23 Mr.  Rostenkowski:  That’s  what
you’re wearing?
Howard :  No good? The guy at the
sporting  goods  store  said  these  are
what fishermen wear.
Mr.  Rostenkowski:  Maybe  in
cartoons.
Howard :  Wish  I  had  known  that
before  I  posted all  those pictures on
Facebook. 
√ √ √ Howard, eventually, goes fishing with his father-in-law but
Howard wears an excessive fishing clothes which is usually
seen  in  the  cartoons.  So,  Mr.  Rostenkowski  insults  him
which causes humor in that conversation. So, the function
of humor that is in this frame is to express the superiority of
Mr. Rostenkowski which causes Howard as the victim and
put  him  in  the  lower  position.  This  frame  exposes  the
bullying issue in USA since Mr. Rostenkowski without a
doubt insults Howard and intentionally put Howard in the
lower position in the conversation.
24 Mr.  Rostenkowski:  That’s  what
you’re wearing?
Howard :  No good? The guy at the
sporting  goods  store  said  these  are
what fishermen wear.
Mr.  Rostenkowski:  Maybe  in
cartoons.
Howard :  Wish  I  had  known  that
before I posted all those pictures on
Facebook.
√ √ √ Howard is still shocked to hear his father-in-law’s response.
Then spontaneously he makes fool of himself by telling a
silly act that he has done. It causes self deprecation humor
because he put himself down and he realizes it since he tells
that he already post all his photos with that kind of clothes.
Nowadays, many people cannot be separated with gadget,
internet  and  media  social.  From  what  Howard  says,  it
definitely  reflects  that  commonly  people  post  everything
about their daily activities in their media social.
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25 Mr.  Rostenkowski:  I  tried  to  back
out, too. My wife said I had to go.
Howard:  Really?  Your  wife  makes
you do stuff? You’re a big, scary cop.
Mr.  Rostenkowski:  You’re  an
astronaut,  and your wife  makes you
do  things,  and  she’s  only  four  feet
tall.
√ √ Howard finally tells his honest feelings about this fishing
trip and unexpectedly Mr.  Rostenkowski admit  that he is
uncomfortable too. Howard gives quip about his father in
law’s  condition.  His  quip  contains  ironical  humor  in  the
form of sarcasm when he says Really? Your wife makes you
do stuff? You’re a big, scary cop. Mr. Rostenkowski replies
his  comments  with  an  ironical  statement  too  that  bring
laughter. He says You’re an astronaut, and your wife makes
you do things, and she’s only four feet tall. Because of that
humor, the tension between them begins to ease. Their acts
and  comments  implicitly  describe  gender  issue  which
shows  that  women  can  rule  her  husband  and  have  an
important role in a family.
26 Sheldon:  Very well,  then.  Get  over
my knee. Let’s begin.
Amy: Oh, my.
Sheldon:  Excuse  me.  You’re  not
supposed to be enjoying this.
Amy:  Then maybe you should spank
me harder.
Sheldon: Maybe I will.
Amy: Ooh!
√ √ Meanwhile,  Sheldon  and  Amy are  still  talking  about  the
consequence  of  Amy’s  lie.  This  frame  expresses  the
vulgarity from the Amy’s gesture and manner because she
is happy and addicted when Sheldon spanks her. She should
feel  uncomfortable  due  to  the  punishment  but  she  feels
happy and indicates that she wants  more than that.  So it
shows the vulgarity. The humor is to interpret the unusual
moment in that frame starting from Amy suddenly turns up
the  music  while  she  is  disciplined  and  she  enjoys  her
punishment. 
27 Leonard:  Look  at  that,  I  built  a
fireplace with my own two hands.
Penny: You’re so butch.
Leonard: Aw, I got a little paper cut.
Penny:  Of  course  you  did.  Your
hands are softer than veal.
√ √ The  irony  humor  reveals  in  the  form  of  sarcasm  when
Penny  comments  Leonard’s  statement  after  he  builds  a
replica of fireplace. She finds that the Leonard’s statements
and gestures are unlike other men. Her remarks indicate the
irony  when  she  says  You’re  so  butch in  fact  he  acts
oppositely and looks weak than Penny herself. Additionally,
Penny comments Your hands are softer than veal but in fact
he is a man who should be stronger than that. Besides, it is
to  interpret  the  incongruity  of  Leonard’s  manners  which
look  weak  and  unlike  other  men.  This  conversation
describes  the gender  issue when Penny as  a woman can
look stronger than Leonard who is a man.
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28 Howard: But I have to go. We play as
a  group.  If-if  I’m  not  there,  then
everyone will  blame you.  They’ll be
all,  Bernadette  ruined  everything.
She’s the worst. So, you see? I have to
play Dungeons  and Dragons  for  the
marriage.
Bernadette: You’re an idiot.
Howard: I’m your idiot. Forever.
√ √ √ This  frame shows Howard asking his  wife  permission to
have  a  Saturday  night  playing  a  game  with  his  friends.
While asking the permission, he is copying his friends style
in the line Bernadette ruined everything. She’s the worst. It
creates  roleplay  humor. This  humor  type  is  to  release
tension of Bernadette who is actually angry so she does not
let him go play Dungeons and Dragons. 
29 Howard: But I have to go. We play as
a  group.  If-if  I’m  not  there,  then
everyone will  blame you.  They’ll be
all,  Bernadette  ruined  everything.
She’s the worst. So, you see? I have
to play Dungeons and Dragons for the
marriage.
Bernadette: You’re an idiot.
Howard: I’m your idiot. Forever.
√ √ √ This  frame  shows  an  issue  of  Howard’s  permission.
Bernadette  disagrees  with  Howard’s  idea.  She  directly
insults  Howard  by  saying  You’re  an  idiot. It  expresses
Bernadette’s superiority in their family. Her superiority can
bring Howard down by easily insulting him yet  it  brings
laughter. 
30 Howard: But I have to go. We play as
a  group.  If-if  I’m  not  there,  then
everyone will  blame you.  They’ll be
all,  Bernadette  ruined  everything.
She’s the worst. So, you see? I have
to play Dungeons and Dragons for the
marriage.
Bernadette: You’re an idiot.
Howard: I’m your idiot. Forever.
√ √ √ In responding Bernadette’s anger and insult, unexpectedly
Howard can reverse insult humor into joke because he gives
a surprise response in the end. Howard’s response is a twist
from the current topic and situation. The joke is to relieve
tension between Bernadette and Howard since Bernadette is
angry to him.  
31 Sheldon:  Oh, where to begin? Trees
indoors. Overuse of the words ’tis and
’twas. And the absurd custom of one
stocking.  Everyone  knows  socks
belong in pairs. Who uses one sock?
Howard: Pirate with a peg leg?
Sheldon:  Actually  that  helps,  thank
you
√ √ √ Sheldon expresses his dislike to Christmas while ended by
a question, but suddenly Howard spontaneously answers his
question.  Unexpectedly,  Howard’s  answer does not  make
Sheldon upset,  in fact he feels  that it  helps his curiosity.
This humor is included to question joke type because there
is  a  question  and  a  twist  answer.  The  humor  arises  to
interpret  incongruity  of  Sheldon’s  babble  because  he
complains to something that should not be questioned. This
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topic  refers  to  the  religion  issue.  People  have  divers
understanding  about  religion  and  they  can  express  their
opinion  about  it  without  doubt.  Sheldon  criticizes  one
religion about its components that he thinks those are either
unimportant or overuse. 
32 Raj:  But, a cannon? Am I really out
of the game?
Sheldon: Lucky.
√ √ They  have  already  played  their  game,  Dungeons  and
Dragons. At that game, Raj mindlessly makes some moves
which cause him eliminated from that game. He is so sad
but not with Sheldon who envies Raj because Sheldon is
not  happy with  the  game’s  theme  at  that  time.  Sheldon
statement after Raj’s defeat causes an ironical humor. This
intense situation is relieved after Sheldon says Lucky, hence
it is the function of humor in this conversation.
33 Penny (entering):  Hey,  guys.  I  don’t
mean  to  interrupt  your  little  game,
but I thought you’d like to see what
you’re  missing  out  on.  So,
Bernadette?  Bernadette’s  wearing
leopard-print pumps and a rack-tastic
red  dress  from  Forever  21.  And
there’s  Amy,  showing  all  kinds  of
ankle.  In  an  outfit  I’m  assuming  is
from Forever  63. And I,  myself  am
wearing a  little  number  that  got  me
out of two speeding tickets and jury
duty.
√ √ In  the  middle  of  the  game,  suddenly  the  girls,  Penny,
Bernadette,  and Amy interrupt  them with a  mini  fashion
show.  They  show  off  their  sexuality  by  wearing  sexy
clothes  to  make  their  men  feel  sorry  for  ignoring  them
instead of dating with them on Saturday night. The irony
humor appears when Penny says that actually she does not
want to interrupt the men but she only wants to show what
the men are missing out. In addition, the irony comes from
Penny’s comment while Amy shows her style. Due to her
old fashion, Amy gets different comment from Penny who
mentions Amy’s outfit from brand Forever 63 which should
be  Forever 21. This humor is to interpret incongruity of a
sudden event which is created from the girls’ surprise. This
shows  the  gender  issue  because  of  the  way  the  girls’
express the dislike feeling to their men by their sexual sides
which usually works for men.
34 Amy:  So,  what’s  the  plan?  Are  we
gonna  teach  our  fellas  a  lesson  by
getting stinking drunk, luring strange
men into the bathroom,  and turning
the  toilet  stall  into  a  temple  of  the
senses?
√ √ In the club, the girls have a plan to attach Raj with a girl,
however Amy starts with a vulgar idea by telling her idea
about drunk and finally they end up in the toilet to have a
sex. Yet Amy delivers her idea in connotative words. This
triggers  vulgarity  humor.  The  function  is  to  interpret
incongruity humor which appears from the surprising and
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Bernadette: No!
Penny: No!
unusual idea of Amy.
35 Raj:  Okay. Well,  a couple of things.
Don’t tell them I come from money. I
want  them to love me for  me.  They
must be insanely hot.  Like,  nines or
tens.
Penny: Nines or tens?
Raj:  Okay, an eight is acceptable if
she’s willing to bring another eight to
the hot tub.
Bernadette: Bottom line, you’ll take
any woman who’ll have you, right?
Raj: In a New Delhi minute 
√ √ √ Raj proudly gives some conditions to their friends about the
criteria  of  his  a  soon-to-be  girl  friend.  It  arise  fantasy
humor since Penny adds a comment to Raj’s fantasy about a
girlfriend.  Besides,  he  tells  his  scenario  about  that  by
saying  an  eight  is  acceptable  if  she’s  willing  to  bring
another eight to the hot tub. Raj’s fantasy humor shows his
superiority  as  a  man  as  well  as  a  main  topic  of  the
conversation. He casually gives condition about girlfriend
criteria  based on his  own idea.  Consequently,  it  portrays
gender issue that depicts a man has his own criteria for a
woman. Mostly all men have their stereotype for a woman
so that they can easily choose which women could close .to
them.
36 Leonard:  It’s  locked,  but  suddenly
the door behind you slams shut and
now  the  walls  of  the  room  start
closing in.
Stuart:  That’s  not  good.  My
character  and  I  both  have
claustrophobia.
√ √ √ The game, Dungeons and Dragons, is a game in which the
narrator  tells  the  story  with  characters  and  the  players
follow and imagine the story like it is real. In this act Stuart
seems so into the game.  The fantasy humor comes from
Stuart who really feels the walls of the room start closing
in.  He  even  responds  the  story  into  possible  event  by
creating  and  adding  that  his  character  and  he  have
claustrophobia. This humor is for releasing the tension of
Stuart himself because he looks so anxious. 
37 Sheldon: Wait, wait. Svaty Vaclav is
better  known  as  Good  King
Wenceslas from the beloved Victorian
Christmas carol.
Howard:  Never heard of it. Must be
the one Christmas song not written by
a Jewish guy.
√ √ √ Continuing  the  riddle  from  the  narrator  in  the  game,
Sheldon slowly starts to find out the answer based on the
history of Christmas carol. He tells the history and Howards
responds with a  funny comment.  So  it  is  an observation
humor  since  he  gives  smart  comment  from the  previous
premise. It is for relieving the tension in the game as well
as the spectators because the players almost die if one of
them do  not  know the  answer.  The  Howard’s  comment
contains the religious issue because it implicitly reveals that
some of Christmas songs were written by a Jewish guy. It
exposes  that  in  USA,  Christian  and  Jewish  have
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acculturated so, many Jewish involved in Christian culture.
38 Stuart: How did you know that?
Sheldon: It was simple. I combined a
well-known  historical  fact  about
Bohemia  with  the  memory  of  my
grandparents,  Mee-Maw  and  Pop-
Pop, singing Christmas carols while I
sat  in  front  of  the  fire  and  tried  to
build  a  high-energy  particle
accelerator out of Legos.
Leonard: Okay, continuing our quest.
√ √ Sheldon knows the answer of the riddle therefore everyone
amazes of him. Then he tells a story how he knows about it.
That story is an anecdote because Sheldon combines it with
his  own  experience  with  a  funny explanation  such  as  a
contrast  situation  in  which  his  grandparents  sang  him a
Christmas  carol  while  he  tried  to  build  a  high-energy
particle accelerator but from Legos. Then his friends do not
want give any further comment. So, it is for interpreting the
incongruity situation from Sheldon’s story because he gives
unexpected explanation. 
39 Bernadette:  Looks  like  he’s  doing
pretty good.
Penny:  Of  course  he  is.  Look,  that
girl just got dumped by her boyfriend.
She’s  angry,  she’s  drunk,  and  her
favorite  movie  is  Slumdog
Millionaire. I mean.
Amy: That is some low-hanging fruit.
√ √ Bernadette  wonders  about  Raj’s  moves  to  approach  a
woman and she compliment him, yet Penny enlightens all
irony facts  between  Raj  and that  woman.  It  drives  irony
humor in sarcasm form as if she is in the good condition
she definitely does not want Raj. Hereby, it has function to
interpret  incongruity of  the  oppositely situation  and  rear
condition  when  Raj  can  approach  a  beautiful  and  sexy
woman. In Penny’s comment, it contains racial issue while
she says … her favorite movie is Slumdog Millionaire. It
still  proves  that  labeling  of  a  racist  still  exist  in  USA
because  in  that  comment,  Raj  as  a  Indian  is  still
synonymous  with  Slumdog  Millionaire  movie.  So,  the
concept of Indian’s life is still stereotypically related with
that movie in front of Americans. 
40 Bernadette:  Looks  like  he’s  doing
pretty good.
Penny:  Of  course  he  is.  Look,  that
girl just got dumped by her boyfriend.
She’s  angry,  she’s  drunk,  and  her
favorite  movie  is  Slumdog
Millionaire. I mean.
Amy: That is some low-hanging fruit
√ √ √ Penny has  revealed  her  analysis  of  why Raj  looks  good
with the new girl. Then, Amy conveys a quip about Raj’s
situation by saying an idiom which means it will be easy
for  Raj  to  get  that  woman with  those  conditions.  Amy’s
comment  is  called  as  observation  humor  because  it  is
context-bound  but  it  occurs  spontaneously  and  in  non-
humorous conversational environment. Then, this type has
function  to  interpret  the  incongruous  statement  of  Penny
about  Raj’s  situation.  Amy’s  comment  is  included into a
small  talk  because  this  is  only  Amy’s  response  to  the
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conversational environment. 
41 Raj: Great. I bought her a couple of
drinks,  and  she  gave  me  her  e-mail
address.
Penny: Ooh!
Bernadette:  Jennifer  at  not-even-if-
you-were-the-last-guy-on-earth  dot
loser.
√ √ Raj  returns  with  the  good  news  that  the  girl  whom  he
approached responds him well, even gives him her email.
When  Bernadette  reads  that  email,  a  wordplay  humor
appears.  The  wordplay comes  from the email  address  of
that girl which sounds Jennifer at not-even-if-you-were-the-
last-guy-on-earth dot loser. It is a wordplay of an address
email, in addition with the host of the email address which
is said dot loser. So, that wordplay contains the element of
insult humor that adds a sense of humor in it. These are for
interpreting a  rarity when Raj  can easily get  closer  to  a
beautiful woman. The scene where Raj, a nerd guy, is being
insulted by a beautiful woman through a words, describes a
bullying  issue  in  USA.  This  scene  often  happens  in
American society in which the good looking team bullies
the nerd or geek team.
42 Sheldon: Ye who now will bless the
poor,  shall  yourselves  find  blessing.
Ba-da-bum.
Howard: Done?
Sheldon:  I  think  the  word  you’re
looking for is bravo
√ √ √ This act is opened by the Sheldon’s song of Christmas carol
which  is  a  continuation  of  the  last  riddle  in  the  game.
Howard  who  feels  bored  of  that  quips  him  by  asking
Sheldon.  However,  Sheldon  surprisingly  answers  I  think
the  word  you’re  looking  for  is  bravo.  Overall  this  is  an
observation humor because Sheldon’s response is a result of
his witty observation from the previous statement then the
statement is unexpected but still in the context. The form is
one-liner  which  happens  in  non-humorous  situation  to
convey  meaning  rather  than  facilitate  humor.  Eventually
this humor is for release tension and bored situation among
the geeks who are bored with Sheldon’s song. Sheldon feels
need  to  say  this  line  because  the  others  do  not  give
expected-response to his song. 
43 Stuart:  I  gotta tell  you,  this,  this is
the most  holiday fun I’ve had since
my  therapist  changed  my  anxiety
medication  and  I  stopped  caring
about the blood in my stool.
√ √ This humor is one of anecdote humor because Stuart tells 
his own experience and it is weird experience that makes 
the other surprise. He tells detail experience of medication, 
even his personal experience which is so impropriate to be 
told since it contains vulgar elements, … I stopped caring 
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Howard: Good story. about the blood in my stool. It definitely surprises the 
hearers who is unexpected that topic will appear in that 
kind of ambience. So, it creates the humor among the 
hearers.This humor is for relieving tension. Stuart’s story is 
for relieving his tension while he is playing the game and at
the same time Leonard and Sheldon debates about the 
game. In a conversation, it is common that suddenly a 
speaker share his personal experience to the others just 
what Stuart does. He just wants to share about his story.
44 Stuart:  I  gotta  tell  you,  this,  this  is
the most  holiday fun  I’ve  had since
my  therapist  changed  my  anxiety
medication and I stopped caring about
the blood in my stool.
Howard: Good story.
√ √ In  responding  Stuarts’s  anecdote,  Howard  spontaneously
creates  irony  humor  by  saying  the  opposite  meaning  of
what actually he feels about Stuart’s story. The irony aims
for interpreting incongruity of the story because the story is
out of the topic and it does not fit with the current situation.
The response is in line with Stuart’s story which is a small
talk for responding the anecdote.
45 Leonard:  Come  on,  Sheldon.  You
know all  the  Christmas  stories,  and
the  carols,  you’ve  got  an  eggnog
moustache going on there. Just admit
it.  You’re  getting  a  little  Yuletide
spirit.
Sheldon:  Oh,  don’t  be  silly.
Christmas  is  a  bunch  of  baloney
created by the tinsel industry. Why is
this so important to you?
√ √ √ Leonard  insists  that  Sheldon  unconsciously  loves
Christmas. He mentions all the characteristics of a person
who  gets  Yuletide  spirit.  However  Sheldon  replies  with
observation humor. He gives a wit comment based on the
observational  data  that  he  mentioned  about  such  as
Christmas  is  a  bunch  of  baloney  created  by  the  tinsel
industry coupled with a rude comment of Christmas, so it
surprises for the spectators. Through this comment Sheldon
expresses his superiority because he refutes Leonard’s idea
by  criticizing  Christmas  that  makes  the  other  feels
intimidated and exclude from this topic. Therefore it reveals
religious  issue.  Sheldon  adds  other  perspective  of
Christianity.  He  openly  says  about  his  displeasure  of
Christmas celebration and its stuff which gives profit  for
some industry which is related to that.
46 Leonard:  Honestly,  because  I  had
enough crappy Christmases as  a  kid
and I’m tired of you sucking the joy
out of them now.
√ √ Leonard tells his childhood experience of Christmas after
Stuart  asks  him  about  their  Christmas  experience.
Leonard’s story is anecdote because it tells the childhood
experience  with  surprising  and  unsynchronized  elements
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Stuart: What was so bad about them?
Leonard: I grew up in a house full of
crazy  academics.  Instead  of  leaving
Santa  milk  and  cookies,  we  had  to
leave  him a  research  paper.  And in
the morning, you could tell he’d been
there  because  the  paper  would  be
graded.
Sheldon:  No  wonder  you  love
Christmas. That sounds amazing.
Leonard:  It wasn’t amazing. I got a
C-minus four years in a row.
Sheldon:  Yeah,  I’m  familiar  with
your work. C-minus was your gift.
which  cause  laugh  to  the  spectators  such  as  Instead  of
leaving  Santa  milk  and  cookies,  we  had  to  leave  him a
research paper.  And in the morning,  you could tell  he’d
been  there  because  the  paper  would  be  graded  and  It
wasn’t amazing. I got a C-minus four years in a row. This
humor is for releasing tension among them when Sheldon
looks  upset  about  Christmas.  From  Leonard’s  anecdote,
everyone at that place can understand the reason behind his
point of view of Christmas. It reveals the religion issue in
USA by showing the ritual or celebration of Christmas in
each  family.  They  have  different  style  to  celebrate  the
Christmas even though the religion is same.
47 Leonard:  Honestly,  because  I  had
enough crappy Christmases as  a  kid
and I’m tired of you sucking the joy
out of them now.
Stuart: What was so bad about them?
Leonard: I grew up in a house full of
crazy  academics.  Instead  of  leaving
Santa  milk  and  cookies,  we  had  to
leave him a research paper. And in the
morning,  you  could  tell  he’d  been
there  because  the  paper  would  be
graded.
Sheldon:  No  wonder  you  love
Christmas. That sounds amazing.
Leonard:  It wasn’t amazing. I got a
C-minus four years in a row.
Sheldon:  Yeah,  I’m  familiar  with
your work. C-minus was your gift.
√ √ Sheldon’s  reaction  of  Leonard’s  anecdote  creates  irony
humor  because  he  states  that  the  story  is  amazing  thus
Leonard  loves  Christmas  but  in  fact  Leonard  hates  it.
Sheldon’s response definitely is the opposite to the reality.
Moreover,  Sheldon exaggerates  it  by saying  That sounds
amazing. Then this humor implies releasing tension since
the  ambience  starting  to  be  unpleasant  because  of  the
Leonard’s sad story even though Sheldon’s response is not
suitable  with  Leonard’s  feeling.  Sheldon  actually tries  to
give good response to the Leonard story by supporting his
story.  
48 Leonard:  Honestly,  because  I  had
enough crappy Christmases as  a  kid
and I’m tired of you sucking the joy
√ √ √ Leonard  surely  denies  that  his  childhood  story  amazing
because  he  got  C-minus  in  four  years  in  a  row.  Next,
Sheldon insults him by saying I’m familiar with your work.
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out of them now.
Stuart: What was so bad about them?
Leonard: I grew up in a house full of
crazy  academics.  Instead  of  leaving
Santa  milk  and  cookies,  we  had  to
leave him a research paper. And in the
morning,  you  could  tell  he’d  been
there  because  the  paper  would  be
graded.
Sheldon:  No  wonder  you  love
Christmas. That sounds amazing.
Leonard: It  wasn’t amazing.  I got a
C-minus four years in a row.
Sheldon:  Yeah,  I’m  familiar  with
your work. C-minus was your gift.
C-minus  was  your  gift. He  places  Leonard  down  in  the
conversation  by saying  C-minus  was  a  gift  for  Leonard
which means his work is not good. So that, the insult humor
shows  a  humor  function  which  is  expressing  superiority
since Sheldon shows that he knows well  Leonard’s work
then he judges it to make Leonard look down. It portrays
bullying issue because of Sheldon’s statement and act. 
49 Raj:  Amy,  I’m really sorry.  I  didn’t
mean to upset you.
Amy:  It’s fine. I’m used to being the
girl who never gets looked at twice. I
didn’t have my first kiss till I was 22,
and the guy only did it so I’d give him
back his insulin.
Bernadette: Sometimes the pancreas
wants what the pancreas wants.
√ √ Back to Raj and the girl’s conversation, in this frame, Raj
tries to fix the situation after offends Amy by apologizing to
her. Surprisingly, Amy even reveals her bad experience as
well as embarrassing story when she was 22 years old. Her
funny yet sad story is included to anecdote type of humor
because  it  is  a  usual  experience  of  Amy  in  the  past.
Moreover, it has twist ending for the listener. This humor
actually is functioned for  relieving tension of the current
condition  after  Raj  offends  Amy  and  the  atmosphere
becomes awkward. Bullying issue in USA is described well
from Amy’s anecdote. It is one of depictions of what people
who are considered as geeks experienced in USA. They are
mostly ignored and underestimated by others.
50 Raj:  Amy,  I’m really sorry.  I  didn’t
mean to upset you.
Amy: It’s fine. I’m used to being the
girl who never gets looked at twice. I
didn’t have my first kiss till I was 22,
and  the  guy only did  it  so  I’d  give
him back his insulin.
√ √ √ Amy’s anecdote triggers a comment from Bernadette. Her
comment  is  in  a  form  of  one  line  idiom.  It  highlights
meanings behind it.  Besides,  she relates the idiom to the
biological  term  which  surely  needs  observation  first
because actually the idiom is the heart wants what the heart
wants.  This  comment  performs  interpreting  incongruity
function from the weird Amy’s anecdote. 
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Bernadette:  Sometimes the pancreas
wants what the pancreas wants.
51 Amy:  Forget  it.  I  don’t  expect  you
guys to understand.
Raj: I understand. In seventh grade, I
played Spin the Bottle and it landed
on Alina Shankar. She said if I came
near her, she would break the bottle
and cut me.
Amy:  You  think  that’s  bad?  In
college,  I passed out at a frat party
and woke up with more clothes on.
√ √ √ In  the  first  time,  Amy feels  that  no  one  will  know her
feeling of being bullied yet unexpectedly Raj tells the same
story of his experience.  The bad stories of Raj and Amy
create self deprecation of their image but it causes laughter
for the hearer. This kind of humor is actually for releasing
tension in the sad situation while Amy feels sad and Raj
tries  to  calm  her  down  by  telling  the  self  deprecation
humor. It expresses bullying issue in USA. It reveals that
the  weak  party  who  is  usually  a  nerd,  geek  and
unfashionable person can easily get bullied by a popular,
handsome or beautiful and fashionable person.
52 Raj:  Sometimes I get so lonely, I sit
on my left  hand until  it  goes numb,
then  I  put  it  in  my  right  hand  and
pretend  I’m  holding  hands  with
another person.
Amy:  I  do that,  too.  Sometimes the
left hand tries to cop a feel. And I let
it.
Raj:  It’s  kind  of  nice  to  talk  to
someone  who  understands  what  it
feels like to be alone.
Amy: It is, isn’t it?
√ √ √ Now, Raj and Amy share their stories once they are alone
and lonely. They are the victims of bullying explain when
they feel lonely and need someone. The story actually a self
deprecation narration which creates humorous effect to the
hearer. Raj and Amy share their feelings in order to relieve
the tension since Amy gets too emotional and sad about her
experience  and  Raj  tries  to  comfort  her  by  sharing  his
personal  experience  too.  The bullying  issue has  surfaced
and in this case it focuses on the effect of bullying for the
victims.  They  feel  lonely  and  alone  therefore  they
sometimes do something irrational.
53 Howard:  Yes,  we  found  Santa.
Christmas is saved. Don’t ever tell my
mother I said that.
√ √ The boys’ game already done and the mission are solved.
Howard is happy and he yells an ironical sentence. He yells
happily that finally Santa is saved while he is a Jewish. The
contrary between the reality and his words causes ironical
humor. The last sentence Don’t ever tell my mother I said
that adds  hilarious  effect  because  it  the  combination  of
Howard’s fear and his awkwardness after saying something
that should not be said. Therefore, the humor is in order to
interpret  incongruity  occasion  from  the  ambiguity  of
Howard’s  sentence  and  the  reality.  The  religion  issue  is
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brought up by Howard’s sentence. It draws a situation that a
Jewish  is  happy  for  the  Christmas  but  from  Howard’s
sentence, the hearers can know that it is still taboo because
he is afraid of his mother who is a devout Jewish.
54 Raj: How could you do that to me?
You know I’ve been working it with
Alex for weeks.
Leonard: Working it? You can’t even
talk to her.
Raj: I talk with my eyes.
√ √ In  this  episode,  Leonard  had  a  problem  with  Sheldon’s
assistant, Alex since she implicitly asks him to have dinner
together. He feels that Alex is hitting on him. It becomes a
problem since Leonard already has a girlfriend. Meanwhile,
Raj who has feeling to Alex gets mad to Leonard who has
been asked by Alex to have a dinner. Raj claims that he has
done some efforts for weeks to Alex. In fact, he even cannot
speak  to  Alex  since  he  has  disorder  which  is  unable  to
speak to women unless he has some alcohol in his body
system,  So,  Leonard asked ironical  question  Working it?
You can’t even talk to her. He just barely answers that he
talks with his eyes. This situation adds ironical elements to
the conversation since what they say definitely opposite to
the reality. The humor exists for relieving tension between
Raj  and  Leonard  who  are  arguing  over  Alex.  Implicitly,
bullying issue appears from Leonard statement. He directly
offends Raj’s disability. 
55 Raj: (pose while rolling his eyes like
he talks to his friends with his eyes)
Howard:  You  look  like  my  little
cousin when he’s dropping one in his
diaper.
√ √ √ When Raj still ridiculously demonstrates how he talks with
his eyes, Howard insults him that he looks like Howard’s
cousin  when his  cousin is  dropping one his  diaper.  This
insult indicates insult humor because it abuses Raj for what
Raj  has  done.  The  insult  humor  is  for  interpreting  the
incongruity from Raj’s  mimic  because  suddenly he  does
something unusual which is out of the topic’s conversation.
From the conversation, bullying issue has been highlighted
by Howard’s insult. He directly mock Raj for being silly. It
is verbal bullying since he drop Raj’s image in front of the
others.
56 Leonard:  She  knows  I  have  a
girlfriend. It’s so weird.
Raj: Oh, my God. You’re loving this.
√ √ √ The  joke  humor  happens  in  this  conversation  when  Raj
comments that Leonard is happy with his situation between
him and Alex. Unexpectedly Leonard answers To my bones.
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Leonard:  To my bones.  I  mean,  I’m
not gonna do anything about it. I love
Penny. It’s just nice to have a young,
attractive woman sniffing around the
goods.
Raj: I both hate you and want to be
you.  This  is  Ryan  Gosling  all  over
again
It  is  a  joke  humor  because  Leonard  gives  a  punch  line
which has surprising and twisting effect to the conversation.
Leonard’s joke reducing the intense between him and Raj
after  Raj  is  figuring out  that  Leonard  loves  his  situation
now. 
57 Leonard: To my bones.  I mean, I’m
not gonna do anything about it. I love
Penny. It’s just nice to have a young,
attractive woman sniffing around the
goods.
Raj:  I both hate you and want to be
you.  This  is  Ryan  Gosling  all  over
again
√ √ The irony humor appears from Raj statement that he says
he hates Leonard but he also wants to be like him. Even he
adds that this situation is just same like how he sees Ryan
Gosling. This is irony because this situation will not happen
to  him  but  he  makes  it  like  he  will  experience  it.
Additionally,  he put  a  silly comparison  to  his  statement.
Based  on  Leonard’s  last  statement,  Raj  responds  it  by
saying that he both hates Leonard and wants to be him. His
ironical response is to interpret incongruity from Leonard’s
feeling which is unusual since he should be worry because
he already has a girlfriend instead of enjoying it. Leonard’s
response to this situation is an issue that is presented in this
conversation.
58 Raj:  Your assistant  is  totally  hitting
on this jerk and he loves it.
√ √ √ Raj looks very emotional about Leonard’s attitude and he
reports his hatred to Sheldon as Alex’s  boss.  He directly
insults Leonard by saying Your assistant is totally hitting on
this  jerk.  Raj’s  insult  makes  him looks  good in front  of
Sheldon but  it  makes  Leonard looks bad.  So,  expressing
superiority appears throughout Raj’s insult. The topic that
comes  out  from Raj’s  statement  is  still  about  Leonard’s
response to Alex’s dinner invitation.
59 Sheldon: Well, that’s not acceptable. I
mean, I’m her boss. She needs to be
solely  focused  on  my  needs,  not
distracted  by  your  pasty,
androgynous brand of sexuality.
√ √ √ The  news  about  Leonard  and  Alex  makes  Sheldon  feels
upset then he insults Leonard by saying that he has pasty,
androgynous  brand  of  sexuality.  Moreover,  he  insults
Leonard for his lip shape. The insults create humor in this
conversation since it  suddenly happens with  incongruous
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Leonard: I’m androgynous?
Sheldon:  Oh,  please.  Look  at  you
with your pouty bee-stung lips
topic. That humor shows Sheldon superiority as Alex’s box
so he defends by making Leonard looks bad in front of the
others.  Gender  issue  appears  in  this  conversation.  The
gender issue comes from the Sheldon’s statement which is
said that Alex as an assistant needs to focus on Sheldon’s
need; the stereotype that a woman assistant must focus only
on her boss needs and woman as a helper still remain in the
men’s  thought  in  US.  Besides,  the  androgynous  topic
appears  from  the  Sheldon’s  statement  too  in  which  this
topic  offend  someone  because androgynous  means  he or
she is not clearly male or female or even they have both
female and male features  as Sheldon mentioned to judge
Leonard.
60 Bernadette:  I’m  sure  you’ve  got
nothing  to  worry  about.  Leonard
would never cheat on you.
Amy: She’s right. But say the word, I
got  a  lab  full  of  cocaine-addicted
monkeys with nothing to lose. One of
them could end up in the backseat of
her car. Or her shower.
√ √ √ Bernadette  tries  to  make  Penny  think  positively  about
Leonard.  Amy as  her  friend  also  tries  to  do  it  however
surprisingly she has an idea that becomes a fantasy humor.
She sets plan to bully Alex by her lab stuff.  That humor
coincidently  becomes  a  way  to  relieve  tension  of  the
situation now because of Penny’s jealousy. The humor from
Amy reveals a bullying issue in USA because that kind of
thought still happen in the society and if the surrounding
environment  support  that  kind  of  cruel  thought  that  idea
will happen for real. Therefore, in USA the bullying issue
still becomes a trending topic.
61 Sheldon:  Ladies,  ladies,  please.
We’re  not  here  to  talk about  Penny,
okay?  We’re  here  to  talk  about  me.
Uh, I mean Einstein Von Brainstorm.
Oh, darn it! All right, I guess the cat’s
out of the bag. Let me explain what’s
going on. Ricardo is really Leonard.
√ √ Sheldon tries  to  get  back the girls’ attention because the
purpose of his invitation is in order to receive any advice
for  him  how to  handle  the  Leonard  and  Alex  situation.
However  unexpectedly  Sheldon  mention  about  himself,
We’re  here  to  talk  about  me.  Uh,  I  mean  Einstein  Von
Brainstorm. The irony humor occurs at the same time. It is
from the Sheldon sentence  Oh, darn it! All right, I guess
the cat’s out of the bag. It is called irony because the reality
and  the  moment  just  happened  is  not  coherence  and
opposite.  The girls  at  the first  time of conversation have
already know about who the people involve, but Sheldon
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just think that the girls know who people involved from the
sentence  he  just  said.  The  ironical  humor  can  be  for
interpreting  incongruity  of  the  unpredictable  situation
which creates by Sheldon himself.
62 Alex: Is there a problem?
Sheldon:  Let’s not call it a problem.
Let’s call it an opportunity. To solve a
serious problem
√ √ Eventually, Sheldon address Alex to appear before him in
his room office. Alex has a feeling that he faces a problem.
Sheldon is  hesitant  how to  start  the  topic  about  her  and
Leonard.  In  fact  he  uses  wordplay  to  answer  Alex’s
question. He is playing the word by giving a twist word in
the end of the conversation. Then, this humor has function
to  relieve  tension  between  Alex  and  Sheldon  who  are
feeling awkward at the same time. 
63 Sheldon:  You don’t  know? Oh,  you
poor dear.  Your ovaries are squirting
so much goofy juice into your brains
you don’t even know which way is up.
You  made  an  inappropriate  sexual
advance towards Dr. Hofstadter.
Alex:  What?  I  didn’t  make a sexual
advance on anybody.
√ √ √ Sheldon starts  to  explain  what  he  thinks  to  Alex  due  to
Alex’s  confusedness.  When  explaining  the  problem,
Sheldon employs observational humor which can be seen in
this  sentence,  Your  ovaries  are  squirting  so  much  goofy
juice into your brains you don’t even know which way is up.
Sheldon  comments  on  Alex  ignorance  of  the  problem
encountered by using unusual words which are improper
used. His choices of words are very peculiar and rarely used
by common people. It is scientific explanation thus he must
observe first about the previous situation. The humor shows
the Sheldon’s superiority as Alex’s boss. So he put himself
above  in  his  conversation  by  put  her  down  through
observational  humor.  Sheldon’s  explanation  is  very
judgmental  because  it  offends  Alex  as  a  woman.  His
inappropriate words reveals stereotype of woman in front of
men. So, this conversation is about gender issue. 
64 Sheldon: Now, there’s no need to get
defensive.  I’m not  unsympathetic  to
your  plight.  My  father  used  to  say
that  a  woman  is  like  an  egg  salad
sandwich on a warm Texas day.
Alex: What?
Sheldon: Full of eggs and only 
√ √ After Alex denies Sheldon’s accusation, he still blames her
even he employs wordplay humor at the same time in the
sentence, My father used to say that a woman is like an egg
salad sandwich on a warm Texas day. That humor is called
for  wordplay  humor  because  it  employs  metaphorical
sentence.  The  metaphor  can  be  seen  through  Sheldon’s
description of an object in a literary way by referring to
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appealing for a short time. something that is considered to have similar characteristics
to  the  women.  This  humor  has  a  function  which  is
expressing superiority of Sheldon as a boss as well  as a
man.  He  put  down  Alex  position  as  a  woman  to  be
equalized to an egg salad sandwich. The dual meaning of
Sheldon wordplay humor points gender issue in USA. The
stereotype  of  the  presence  of  women  in  society  is
transmitted  from generation  to  generation.  The  wordplay
humor  exposes  the  reality  that  the  role  of  women  is
underestimated  by  equating  women  to  an  egg  sandwich
which is appealing for a short time. It proves that a woman
is considered as a complementary for short time in man’s
life and he is free to looking for another one after he feels
bored.
65 Sheldon: Yeah, you and me both, 
sister. Now, please understand, I don’t
hold you responsible for your 
behaviour because, see, from an 
evolutionary standpoint, you’re a 
slave to your desire to reproduce. But
during the work day, when you feel 
possessed by amorous intent, may I 
suggest that you suppress it by leafing
through this illustrated book of 
sexually transmitted diseases? Let’s 
see here. Oh, yes. Check out this oozy
doozy.
Alex: I have to go.
Sheldon: So does this fellow, but he 
can’t without it burning like hot soup.
√ √ √ Sheldon starts to get his point of view of this matter. His 
choices of words when talk to Alex makes her feels 
uncomfortable because he chooses unusual sentences and 
comments which were not appropriately disclosed so that 
this has led to the observational humor. He states scientific 
explanation again based on previous situation and Alex’s 
response. This humor is employed by Sheldon to express 
his superiority as a man and as an Alex’s boss. He 
unwittingly marginalizes and suppresses Alex by his 
observational humor. His words makes Alex as a woman 
becomes in the lower position with you’re a slave to your 
desire to reproduce, But during the work day, when you feel
possessed by amorous intent. Then, it obliviously shows 
gender issue which exist in the society. Sheldon’s sentences
direct the listeners to think that women are the party that 
cannot hold their own lusts. He offends Alex as a woman 
by the words a slave to your desire to reproduce. It seems 
not fair to judge a woman to be the only side that is wrong 
because it is considered tempts a man.
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66 Sheldon:  I  needed  advice  about  a
woman.  I would have asked you, but
if  the  last  few  years  have  proven
anything,  it’s  that  you  can’t  tell  a
uterus from a unicycle.
√ √ √ Leonard just arrived at his flat then directly he asks Sheldon
of what he just said to Penny because he suspects him as a
backstabber  who  tells  the  current  situation  to  Penny.  It
becomes the issue in this conversation. Sheldon calmly tells
the truth to Leonard but in his point of view. Insult humor
appears in his answer because he insults Leonard for his
inability to tell a uterus from a unicycle. He also adds that
Leonard  cannot  be  relied  on  to  matters  of  romance
especially  women.  He  expresses  his  superiority  through
insult humor. He judges Leonard for his inability moreover
he underestimates Leonard for his inexperience in matter of
romance and women. 
67 Leonard: At least I know not to blab
to a girl about somebody flirting with
her boyfriend.
Sheldon:  Good to know. Yeah, a few
more helpful hints like that, you may
find  yourself  on  the  Council  of
Ladies. (Answering  phone)  Hello.  I
see. Uh, what time? Very well, then.
Huh. That was the Human Resources
Department  at  the  university.
Apparently,  my  assistant  Alex  has
filed  a  complaint  accusing  me  of
inappropriate  behaviour  in  the
workplace.
Leonard: Oh, my God, what did you
do?
Sheldon:  Hmm,  let  me  think.
Nothing. I’m a delight
√ √ In  this  frame,  Leonard  responds  Sheldon’s  insult  by
satirizing him. Unexpectedly, Sheldon considers it seriously
and advises Leonard to do good things to women. It is an
ironical humor because the response is different  with the
real meaning. Suddenly, the Human Resources Department
summons  Sheldon because  of  Alex’s  complaint.  Leonard
asks  Sheldon  what  he  has  done  and  Sheldon’s  answer
creates ironical humor to not feel guilty since he should be
worry.  He  marks  another  meaning  instead  of  the  real
condition. The irony in the conversation serves to relieve
tension of the dispute. Due to the humor, Leonard cannot
reply  back  the  Sheldon’s  arguments.  So,  it  distracts
Leonard’s anger. Implicitly, the topic of the conversation is
about how to treat a woman then it suddenly changes back
to the main problem the effect of Sheldon’s deed.
68 HR Woman:  I  called  you  in  today
because  your  assistant  Alex  Jensen
has lodged a complaint against you.
Sheldon:  So  I’ve  been  told.  But  I
can’t  understand  what  she  has  to
√ √ Sheldon’s  defense  to  Alex’s  complaint  in  front  of  HRD
contains vulgarity humor. It is because he breaks something
taboo which is about sexuality topic to the HRD, hence it is
called vulgarity humor. The irony humor shows Sheldon’s
superiority because he insists his position to be on the right
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complain  about.  I  mean,  she  has  a
front-row  seat  as  I  make  scientific
history.  There’s  string  cheese  in  my
mini-fridge,  and  that’s  for  anyone.
Yeah,  and  just  yesterday  I  led  her
away  from  a  life  of  sexual
promiscuity  by  making  her  look  at
pictures of disease-ridden genitalia.
HR  Woman:  Cancel  my  next
appointment.  This  is  gonna  take  a
while. 
side. He boasts is ability and blames Alex as his assistant
who cannot appreciate her job position now. As the result,
Alex looks very inferior in this case. Gender issue emerges
in Sheldon defense because he calmly and innocently tells
his inappropriate deed and words to a woman. It shows that
women’s  position is  still  underestimated by mistreatment
from men.
69 HR Woman: Well, according to Ms.
Jensen, you said that she was a slave
to her biological urges and called her
an egg salad sandwich. I don’t  even
know what that means, but I’m gonna
go ahead and tell you you can’t say it.
Sheldon:  Oh!  I  see  the  confusion
here.  No,  no,  Alex  thought  I  was
singling her out. No. I meant that all
women are slaves to their biological
urges, you know? Even you. 
You’re a slave.
HR Woman: I’m a what?
√ √ Janine  (HRD)  prohibits  Sheldon  to  say  anything
appropriate in the work place. She reads Alex’s complaint
that  drives  Sheldon to think of what  he has done.  Then,
finally he is able to understand the point. However, Sheldon
sparks new issue that makes Janine misunderstanding. He
employs wordplay humor in the sentence  I meant that all
women  are  slaves  to  their  biological  urges,  you  know?
Even  you. That  is  called  as  wordplay  humor  because  it
implies  dual  meanings.  The  words  slave draws  dual
meaning; first is to place Janine down as a woman because
according  to  Sheldon  women  naturally  follow  their
biological urges.  The other meaning offends Janine as an
African-American,  given  the  history  of  black  people  in
USA is closely related to the slavery so that the word slave
is really sensitive. This type of humor functioned to express
superiority of Sheldon.  Sheldon actually wants  to  defend
himself  from  the  Alex’s  complaint,  so  he  provides  the
defense that striking back Janine by having differentiation
express for example differentiate the race and genders. The
racism issue is offended by Sheldon’s choice of word. He
mentions slave in front of Janine who is black woman. It
clearly upset Janine since the dark history of black people
in USA regarding slavery.
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70 HR Woman: Well, according to Ms.
Jensen, you said that she was a slave
to her biological urges and called her
an egg salad sandwich. I don’t  even
know what that means, but I’m gonna
go ahead and tell you you can’t say it.
Sheldon:  Oh!  I  see  the  confusion
here.  No,  no,  Alex  thought  I  was
singling her out. No. I meant that all
women are slaves to their biological
urges, you know? Even you. 
You’re a slave.
HR Woman: I’m a what?
√ √ √ Sheldon’s  plea  from  Alex’s  accusation  contains  insult
humor from the word slave. It urges insult humor because it
clearly put Janine in the butt of conversation by judging her
as  a  slave.  Moreover  in  the end Sheldon emphasizes the
word slave to Janine;  You’re a slave.  This type of humor
functioned  to  express  superiority  of  Sheldon.  Sheldon
actually wants to defend himself from the Alex’s complaint,
so  he  provides  the  defense  that  striking  back  Janine  by
having differentiation express for example differentiate the
race  and genders.  Therefore,  gender  issue is  offended  in
Sheldon  argument.  It  intimidates  Janine  as  a  woman
because she is accused as a party who is full of desire to
only naturally follow the biological urge.
71 Sheldon: I don’t see why I’m the one
being persecuted here. Dr. Hofstadter,
he  was  bragging  about  his  sexual
desirability  to  anyone  who  would
listen. You  know,  and  Howard
Wolowitz,  he  spent  two  years  using
university  resources  building  a  six-
breasted  sex  robot.  Oh,  and  at  the
office Christmas party, I heard Rajesh
Koothrappali  refer  to  you  several
times as Brown Sugar.
HR Woman (writing):  Hofstadter…
Wolowitz…  and  the  last  one  was
Rajesh Koothrappali?
Sheldon:  Yes.  No,  yeah,  but  in  his
defense, that wasn’t racist. He’s also
brown.
√ √ Sheldon  is  feeling  very  uncomfortable  as  well  as
discriminated  by Janine.  Then,  eventually  he  reveals  his
friends’ secret to her because he feels unfair for being the
only one persecuted. While he leaks the secret of his friends
to her, vulgarity humor occurred. Vulgarity humor is from
the secret contents which mostly expose sex topic which is
a taboo topic to be revealed in front of people especially
woman related to Leonard and Howard’s acts. The function
of that humor is for relieving tension of the Janine’s anger
due  to  his  previous  explanation.  So,  Sheldon reveals  the
secret that creates humor to divert and placate Janine. 
72 Sheldon: I don’t see why I’m the one
being persecuted here. Dr. Hofstadter,
he  was  bragging  about  his  sexual
desirability  to  anyone  who  would
listen.  You  know,  and  Howard
√ √ The last secret is from Raj that reveals his habit which is
secretly calling Janine as Brown Sugar. These expressions
raise  wordplay humor  since  it  is  a  connotation  term for
Janine that definitely has ambiguous meaning. It could be
either good or bad meaning. The function of that humor is
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Wolowitz,  he  spent  two  years  using
university  resources  building  a  six-
breasted  sex  robot.  Oh,  and  at  the
office Christmas party, I heard Rajesh
Koothrappali  refer  to  you  several
times as Brown Sugar.
HR Woman (writing):  Hofstadter…
Wolowitz…  and  the  last  one  was
Rajesh Koothrappali?
Sheldon:  Yes.  No,  yeah,  but  in  his
defense, that wasn’t racist. He’s also
brown.
for  relieving  tension  of  the  Janine’s  anger  due  to  his
previous  explanation.  So,  Sheldon reveals  the  secret  that
creates humor to divert and placate Janine. The racist issue
is  exposed  in  this  conversation  because  of  the  Raj’s
statement  coupled  with  Sheldon’s  defense.  It  obliviously
offends  Janine  as  African-American  because  she  is
addressed by Raj as Brown Sugar which implies skin color.
73 Penny:  Because,  she  is  pretty  and
smart, and when you talk about work,
she doesn’t have to go home and look
up  words  in  the  dictionary  to
understand what you said.
Leonard: You do that?
Penny: No
√ √ Leonard and Penny have a quality time in Penny’s flat to
talk about  the problem that  bothers  Penny for  these few
days. Penny tells Leonard some reasons why she is worried
about Alex. While she is explaining the reasons, an irony
humor  appears  from  the  sentence  when  you  talk  about
work, she doesn’t have to go home and look up words in the
dictionary  to  understand  what  you  said. In  addition
Leonard confirms to Penny if she does that or not and the
answer  is  no.  This  conversation  is  called  irony  because
unintentionally Penny tells  Leonard  what  she  does when
she does not understand what Leonard said but she pretends
that she does not do that. So the reality is different from
what  she  just  said.  This  humor  happened  can  be  an
interpreting of awkward moment which is experienced by
Penny since she accidentally tells a secret of her. So, she in
hurry denies it which creates irony humor. 
74 Penny: Yes, Leonard, I am insecure.
Happy?
Leonard: No, I’m not happy.
Penny: Why are you smiling?
Leonard: I’m sorry. I just never think
of you having feelings like that.
√ √ Penny admits that she feels insecure about the presence of
Alex and she asks Leonard whether he is happy or not that
she finally admits her feeling.  Leonard’s response creates
irony humor because he says a statement that is opposite to
the  reality.  He  says  he  is  not  happy but  he  is  on  wide
smiling face. The irony is to interpret incongruity moment
that is experienced by Leonard in front of Penny because he
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cannot resist  that he is actually happy. So he is in hurry
lying to Penny. He is actually does not want to show his
happiness thus it is an awkward moment for him.
75 Leonard:  …I’m getting called in  to
Human Resources.
Penny: What did you do?
Leonard: I don’t know.
Scene: Howard and Bernadette’s 
kitchen.
Howard: Huh. I just got called in to
Human Resources.
Bernadette: Why?
Howard: I don’t know.
Scene: Raj’s apartment.
Raj: Huh. That is so strange. Human
Resources  wants  to  talk  to  me
tomorrow.  (To  his  dog)  Could  you
stop licking your ass for two minutes?
I have a problem here.
√ √ When Leonard is talking to Penny, he receives a call from
HRD because he is called to the HRD office.  In  parallel
with Leonard, Howard and Raj are also called by the HRD.
The irony humor appears in this scene. It comes from the
comparison  between  Howard’s,  Leonard’s  and  Raj’s
situation  which  show  the  contradictive  situation  with
surprising elements. When Howard and Leonard are called
by  HRD,  they  are  accompanied  by  their  soul  mates.
However when Raj is called by the HRD, he seems to talk
to  someone  that  ultimately  turns  out  that  he  is  actually
talking to a dog. It is proved by his sentence,  Could you
stop licking your ass for two minutes? I have a problem
here, and then in the end of the scene, the dog appears. It is
an irony condition when the others have someone to talk to
when they have problem but Raj has no one to talk to when
he has problem until it is ironically showed that he shares
his problem with his dog. The irony humor in this frame
serves  to  release  tension  of  the  current  situation  which
indicates  the tense atmosphere because Leonard,  Howard
and Raj are suddenly summoned by the HRD.
76 Howard:  Relax.  Everything’s  gonna
be  fine.  Before  I  met  Bernadette  I
was in here every other day. Uh, little
tip,  turn  off  your  I  Like  Big  Butts
ringtone before you go in
√ √ Before Howard, Leonard and Raj meet Janine; Howard tries
to comfort them by telling an anecdote as well as a tip from
his own experience. It is called anecdote because it is from
Howard’s experience and his friends have the same context
with Howard for instance they have the same knowledge
about  I Like Big Butt ringtone which is a popular ringtone
in the society. Howard’s purpose to tell about an anecdote is
for  releasing  the  tension  among them since  they do  not
know about the real problem that brings them to the HRD
office.  Gender  issue  is  implicitly  uncovered  from  the
Howard’s story. The I Like Big Butt ringtone lyric is about a
man  that  is  like  to  see  a  woman  especially  some  of
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women’s body part. Related to the Howard’s situation it can
offend Janine if that ringtone is on in front of her. Therefore
it describes the woman position in the society which still
becomes an object of ridicule especially related to woman’s
body.
77 Raj: Yeah, yeah, me, too. I didn’t do
anything.
Janine:  Is  that  alcohol  on  your
breath?
Raj: Howard built a sex robot.
Howard:  That  is  not  true.  All  I  did
was build a robot.
Janine: Did it have six breasts?
Howard:  I’m sorry, I’m a feminist, I
don’t  notice  things  like  how  many
breasts a robot has.
√ √ √ In the Janine’s office room, Raj tries hard to deny all the
accusation but suddenly Janine smells alcohol from Raj’s
breath. After Janine ensures that to Raj, unexpectedly Raj
tells  about  Howard’s  violation.  Observation  humor  also
appears from the Howard’s answer as well as comments on
Janine’s question. He gives contradictory comment between
the  reality and what  he said.  It  is  a  witty  comment  and
unusual answer. He gives that statement to Janine based on
the previous event.  This  type of humor occurs  to relieve
tension between Janine and Howard after Janine caught him
for  his mistake.  So,  he tried to  reduce Janine’s anger by
giving observation humor. Gender issue is exposed in the
conversation  between  Janine  and  Howard.  They  debate
what  Howard  had  built  related  to  a  robot.  Janine  still
suspects Howard’s work which is appropriate which creates
a woman robot and makes fun of it. It shows that women
are still  an easy target for mockery or improper conduct.
Besides, Howard claims that he is feminist which means he
considers that the women have the same right with men.
However the reality is not.
78 Sheldon:  But  I  came  to  file  a
complaint.  Somebody  has  made  me
feel  uncomfortable  in  the workplace
by using language of an inappropriate
and sexual nature.
Janine: And who was that?
Sheldon:  You,  you  dirty  birdie.  I-I
thought about the things you said to
me  yesterday,  and  I  realized  I’m
deeply offended. Now, be a dear and
√ √ √ During  the  debate,  Sheldon  suddenly  come  to  file  a
complaint  to  HRD  office.  Janine  asked  to  whom  the
complaint  is  addressed.  Astonishingly,  the  complaint  is
addressed  to  Janine.  The  way  Sheldon  answers  Janine’s
question creates insult humor because he clearly mention
You,  you  dirty  birdie.  He  also  explains  his  reason
emotionally to Janine and put Janine down by saying Now,
be a dear and get me one of those complaint forms.  The
insult  humor  created  by  Sheldon  shows  expressing
superiority  of  him because  he  chooses  some  words  that
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get me one of those complaint forms. make Janine in the lower position than him because he feels
that  Janine  offended  him.  For  instance,  You,  you  dirty
birdie, I’m deeply offended. Now, be a dear and get me one
of those complaint forms.
79 Penny:  I  can’t  help  it.  But,  look,  I
figured  I  could  sit  around  and  feel
insecure,  or  I  could  do  something
about it. So I got a course catalogue at
school  and  looked  at  some  of  the
science classes.
Leonard: That’s great.
Penny: No, it isn’t, they are extremely
boring. I mean, how do you not kill
yourself, like, every day?
√ √ Penny tells  her  insecurity towards  Alex to  Leonard.  She
also informs that she tries to look some of course catalogue
and science classes. Initially Leonard is so happy but the
ironical  humor  happen.  After  Leonard  comments  That’s
great, Penny quickly says that it is not great because she
feels  that  the classes  are  boring even she give rhetorical
question  to  Leonard,  how do  you  not  kill  yourself,  like,
every day? This is an irony that has sarcasm element in it
because  Penny’s  reactions  to  Leonard’s  comment  which
shows a  hope that  she will  really take any course but  it
would  not  happen  entailed  with  the  bitter  rhetorical
question. Especially, when Penny asks how do you not kill
yourself, like, every day? That is an ironical sarcasm as well
as rhetorical question because definitely Leonard does not
feel bored because he loves to do that. The humor is used to
release  tension  from  the  sensitive  topic  which  is  Alex.
Additionally,  it  distracts  Leonard  from  academic  topic
because Penny actually does not like that. 
80 Penny:  Anyway,  I  decided  I  don’t
need  to  be  a  scientist,  I  could  just
look like one. So I bought these.
Leonard:  Glasses?  I  really  don’t
think that’s  gonna  change… oh,  my
God, you look so smart and hot.
Penny:  I  know,  right?  Watch  this.
Molecules.
√ √ Penny shows off that she bought glasses to make her look
like a  scientist.  At  the beginning Leonard underestimates
her act, but after she wears the glasses Leonard changes his
mind. He says that she is look smart and hot. This shows
vulgarity  humor  because  Leonard  intonation  and  words
refers to sex humor. Moreover Penny is flirting Leonard by
slaying him with sexual gestures and words. This humor is
to  release  tension  between  Leonard  and  Penny  because
Leonard  looks  disappointed  because  Penny  does  not
interest in science and college. In this frame, the stereotype
of blonde girl  who has no intelligence is proven because
Penny gives up learning and feels that science is boring.
Therefore, gender issue is involved in this frame.
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